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Campaign
promotes
testing
COVINGTON, Ky (AP) —
Kentucky already screens
infants for deafness at a higher rate than the national average, and that number should
rise within the next few months
Plans are for all Kentucky
newborns to be tested by this
fall
Just over 55 percent of Kentucky infants were tested as
of May, up from 34 percent
last November, according to a
new survey by the National
Campaign for Hearing Health
The national rate is about 46
percent.
"Some individual states have
made tremendous strides, but
the country as a whole must
do more to ensure that every
baby starts life with good hearing health," said Elizabeth Foster, director of the campaign,
mounted by the Deafness
Research Foundation.
Kentucky hospitals are
expected to start doing hearing screenings of all newborns
by October. The initiative is
part of Gov. Paul Patton's early
childhood development program
adopted by the legislature last
March.

Wayne
County

joins EST
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
times are changing in Wayne
•
County, Ky.
The Department of Transportation is moving the county from the Central Time Zone
into the Eastern zone, which
means the sun will rise and
set an hour later in Monticello and surrounding communities.
The news was posted Monday on the agency's Web site,
DOT attorney Joanne Petrie
said county officials filed a petition seeking the change last
year.
Proponents of the change
had complained about the calculations required by the onehour lag behind Somerset, Lexington and other Eastern time
cornmunities.
"I feel like it's a positive
change," Wayne County JudgeExecutive Bruce Ramsey said.
"Many of our local industries are headquartered in the
Eastern Time Zone," he added.
"We felt like it would help in
the job market and even in
recruiting industry."

Murray State
receives
largest gift
A press conference will be
held in the Murray State University Curris Center Dance
Lounge at 9 a.m. Wednesday
to announce a $3 million anonymous gift given to the university.
The gift represents the
largest single gift ever given
to the university.
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Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
65 to 70. Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly cloudy.
High in the lower 90s.
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MSU searches for more students
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
ment count in October. It will not, he said, factor in numbers from universities' spring and summer enrollments.
Staff Writer
"I don't think they understand what they've done,"
An estimated head count for the fall 2000 semester has
revealed that Murray State University will once again set Alexander said. "If we don't get that changed, we might
as well shut down in the fall for the rest of the year."
a record for student enrollment.
With the Kentucky Council for Postsecondary EducaThe regents voted last year to take steps to improve
tion's new enrollment-driven funding formula in place, though, enrollment numbers from surrounding states, mainly Illithat record is something of a hollow victory for the uni- nois and Tennessee. So far, the university has eight more
students from Illinois and 32 more from Tennessee enrolled
versity.
"We're not pleased that our enrollment has stabilized," this year from last year.
Although he would not detail any specific steps, AlexanMSU President Dr. Kern Alexander said at a retreat held
der said the regents would
for the university's board
once again take some steps
of regents at the Lake
//
Barkley Resort Monday.
We've got to take a quantum leap in recruit- to try and increase enroll"Our population in west ment and retention. We will have something ment at the board's SepKentucky is declining. It
tember meeting.
"We've got to take a
all has to do with getting that's new and different."
quantum leap in recruitmore and better students."
ment and
retention,"
MSU Dean of Admis-MSU President Kern Alexander
Alexander said. "We will
sions Phil Bryan reported
have something that's new
that an estimated 8,950 students have enrolled for the fall semester. If those num- and different."
Enrollment numbers could receive a sizable boost, howbers hold, new freshmen enrollment will be up 79 stuever, when the final count comes in Qn the number of
dents over last year.
This year's senior class, though, will be down approx- international students who will be attending MSU this
imately 130 students from last year's. Plus, the popula- year.
According to MSU Interim Provost Gary Brockway, the
tion in MSU's service region is projected to drop by 9
university could have a potential international enrollment
percent by the year 2004.
Community colleges, once a viable source for obtain- of 382 students, which would be well above the record
ing new students, have also seen sharp declines in enroll- 368 students MSU had enrolled in 1999.
The reason for the uncertainty of those numbers, howment, according to Bryan. Madisonville, which is in MSU's
service region, has seen a 31 percent decline in its com- ever, is because not all of those students have had their
1-20 visa applications approved yet, according to Brockmunity college enrollment.
MSU is slated to receive a 2.7 percent increase in state way.
For example, the university received 41 applications
funding for this fiscal year and a 3.7 percent increase for
the next fiscal year. The CPE, though, had recommended from students from Thailand, but only 20 of those have
had 1-20 forms issued to them. Forty-nine applications
the university receive less than that.
Alexander said he is now faced with yet another dis- were received from India, where 48 1-20 forms have been
agreement with the CPE, this one concerning how it will issued.
measure universities' enrollments in its funding formula.
Alexander said the CPE plans to take a one-time enroll- II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Crouch Construction workers prepare the footing
for a foundation for a new front entrance of Murray State University's Business Building North.

Cigarette companies
mull crisis issues

TELL IT LIKE
IS...FirstIT
year
Murray
State
head
football coach
Joe Pannunzio
discusses the
outlook for the
2000
season
during media
day activities
Monday. See
Page 12 for
highlights.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A group
of cigarette company executives threatened
to abandon the federal quota system if
the price of U.S. burley tobacco doesn't
come down.
Officials from Phillip Morris, R.J.
Reynolds, Lorillard and Louisville-based
Brown & Williamson met Monday at a
Kentucky Farm Bureau "tobacco summit"
to discuss with farmers changes to the
program they view as necessary.
"The tobacco program has served grow
ers and purchasers well," said Dewey Ted-

SCOTT NANNEY..
Ledger & Times
photo

der, senior executive vice president of
operations and technology for Lorillard."But
it has failed to be a competitive catalyst.
The program cannot continue to serve
everyone it is serving and allow U.S.
tobacco to compete."
The Department of Agriculture program
has been in place since the 1930s. It limits the amount of tobacco farmers can
grow based largely on how much cigarette makers say they plan to buy in exchange

• See Page 2

Clinton warms stage for Gore
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Heralding Al important than most of the words we'll be
Gore as "one strong leader," President Clin- using," Gore said, calling Clinton's Monton got a roaring, sentimental send-off from day night speech a great one. "It's a handthe Democratic National Convention as he off, a passing of the torch."
yielded the political stage to the man he
The convention is Gore's show now,adopting his platform on Tuesday and installing
wants elected his successor.
Clinton's vice president watched the con- his vice presidential running mate, Sen.
vention farewell on television, preparing to Joseph Lieberman of Connecticut. Lieberjoin the president Tuesday in Monroe, Mich., man was meeting Tuesday with black Democto dramatize the passing of the Democrat- rats, some of whom are concerned about
ic mantle.
his stance on affirmative action.
"It's a symbolic message that's more
Delegates will formally vote Gore the

Democratic presidential nomination Wednesday night. Then it's Gore's turn to take
the convention salute as he accepts the
nomination in its finale Thursday night.
But first, it was Clinton's turn, a 41minute nationally- televised address celebrating his eight years in the White House
and urging that Gore be elected to take
over.
"In the most challenging moments, when
we faced the most difficult issues, of war
and peace, of whether to take on some

powerful special interest, he was always
there," Clinton said. "And he always told
me exactly what he thought was right. ...
"I can tell you personally, he is one
strong leader," the president said.
He saved a slap for Republican presidential nominee George W. Bush, although
not by name, saying that ticket stands for
policies that would "spend every dime" of
budget surpluses on giant tax cuts, short-

•See Page 2

Superintendents
question teacher
test requirements
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - - Two prominent school superintendents — Stephen Daeschner of Jefferson County and Leon
Mooneyhan of Shelby County — Monday argued that the
state has made it too difficult to become certified to teach in
Kentucky.
They want the agency that certifies teachers to lower the
minimum scores new teachers are required to attain on PRAXIS, a national test to measure a teacher's knowledge of an
academic subject.
The Education Professional Standards Board last year raised
PRAXIS cutoff scores, effective Jan. 1. The test is required
for new teachers who have completed college but have not
yet entered the classroom.
Test scores from 2000 show an increased failure rate in
some subjects. In elementary education tests, for example, 86
percent of white students passed the test, compared to 92 percent the year before. For black students, the passing rate
dropped from 79 percent in 1999 to 42 percent.
Daeschner said the test is not a predictor of whether a new
teacher actually will succeed in the classroom — a point his
opponents concede — and that a superintendent, like himself,
is in a better position to make that judgment.
"I believe the test scores should not be used as gate keepers." Daeschner told the board.
The director of a leading advocacy group said rolling back

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANEiLedger 1, Times photo
NAILS FALLING ON CEDAR.. Barry Thacker, a carpenter with the CDM Construction Co.,
attaches a cedar shingle to the roof of the old courthouse located in Central Park Monday
morning.
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II Gore ...

III Teacher ...
ty hired 47 new teachers this year,
many of whom had 13 or more
years of experience. "What most
likely is occurring is that we're
stealing those from other districts,"
Mooneyhan said.
The standards board took no
step toward changing PRAXIS
requirements, but board Chairman
Joseph Early, dean of education
at Cumberland College, did not indi-

From Page 1

cate that was the last of it. "The
discussion of PRAXIS never ends,"
Early said. "This is before us at
all times."
A teacher on the board, Terry
Poindexter of Covington, said the
line on test scores had to be drawn
somewhere. "What good does it
do me to ... be a wonderful teacher
if I don't have the content knowledge?" she said.

cutoff scores would send the worst
possible message to students desiring a prestigious profession and a
public demanding evidence of
action to improve schools.
The state's goal is to ensure
teachers know their subject before
entering the classroom. "PRAXIS
is just one little piece of this in
concert with a lot of other stuff,"
said Robert Sexton, director of the
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence.
Another proponent, Ben Oldham,
dean of education at Georgetown
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
College, .aid every item of the
• Glenda K. Nesbitt, 43, of Scott Fitts Road, has been charged with
myriad PRAXIS tests was examdrunken driving and having no insurance following a one-vehicle accident
ined by committees of teachers.
Monday night that left her with a head injury. Nesbitt was treated for a
"That cut score is a recommensubdural hematoma at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and was in critidation by teachers to say 'a begincal condition when she was transferred to Western Baptist Hospital in
ning teachet should know these
Paducah, an MCCH spokesman said. Nesbitt was southbound on Kenthings.' ... It is not designed to
tucky 121 South at 10:30 p.m. when she crossed the northbound lane and
measure the quality of a teacher," ran off the road, overcorrected and crossed both lanes before going off the
Oldham said.
other side of the road, hitting a tree on the front driver's side. A cooler of
Daeschner and Mooneyhan said
beer on ice was found in her truck, and beer cans were found near the site.
districts already were having trouMurray Fire Department
ble recruiting teachers, particular• Firefighters used a hose to water down a Murray-Calloway County
ly black teachers, when the stanTransit Authority bus at 5:47 p.m. Monday after a vehicle fire was redards board raised cutoff scores.
ported at the Weaks Community Center on Poplar Street. Firefighters
Jefferson County hires about found smoke coming from the steering housing.
600 teachers a year. Daeschner
has said he tries to make sure
about 15 percent are black. Blacks
and other minorities make up only
••
4 percent of new teachers in an
average year. Thirty percent of the From Page
1
tobacco crop as a disaster, a hugedistrict's students are black. "We
believe it's absolutely essential we for guaranteeing farmers a price ly expensive gesture that Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., said earhave the role models," Daeschner at auction.
Monday would be an extremelier
said.
But the price of U.S. burley
To make his point about a short- — about twice that of similar ly hard sell in Washington.
"The law of nature says it's never
age, Daeschner flashed a copy of tobacco grown overseas — has
The Courier-Journal, which bore become a sticking point with cig- in the best interest of a parasite
a front-page report about the stan- arette companies, said Rob Korne- to destroy its host," said Tommy
dards board having issued 201 gay, vice president for leaf oper- Bunn, executive vice president of
emergency teaching certificates ations for R.J. Reynolds. Some com- Leaf Tobacco Exporters Associastatewide, nearly half of them in panies have chosen to contract tion. "If we can't do these things,
the cumulative effect is that the
Jefferson County.
their purchases with individual
United States will no longer be
Mooneyhan said Shelby Coun- growers.
in
the business of the growing
Philip Morris already is conand
marketing of tobacco."
tracting more than 55 million
MURRAY
pounds of burley this year and
Emotions ran high among the
R.J. Reynolds now contracts all several hundred farmers present.
of its flue-cured purchases.
"I'm a little overwhelmed by
1001 Whitnell Ave.
The representatives of Big everything I've heard. today. I'm
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Tobacco, hampered by antitrust frustrated," said Grace Ramey of
laws, were hesistant to answer Carter County.
DEPARTMENT HEADS
questions from farmer representaPublisher
Walter L. Apperson
Roger Quarles, a Scott County
tives about how much tobacco they
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
might buy or what they think a farmer who is also on the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Managing Editor
Amy Wilson
fair price might be.
But the executives also offered Association board of directors,
Advertising Mgr.
Jim Green
an olive branch. They pointed out to the executives that
farmers
4,
ClaSSifieds Mgr.
Kathy Wyatt
made clear they are willing to growers had already been making
Officehigt.
Rita Boggess
lobby Congress to write off the 1999 several changes to appease cigarette company demands.
READER INFORMATION
Business Hours
"It seems like we're falling all
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
over ourselves to make changes,
Sat. Closed
but not a single one of you said
Phone (270)753-1916
you're going to raise buying intenFax (270)753-1927
tions," Quarles said.
Subscription Rates
Scott Travis of Spencer CounAll subscriptions payable in
ty said he figures his production
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
costs at almost $1.23 a pound before
week.
paying for his leases. "We can't
1 month 56.50 6 months 637.50
sell you tobacco for 90 cents," he
3 months i5.75 1 year
$75.00
said.
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton.
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MEET THE LAKERS

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— The
state's public universities will have
upgraded much of their dormatory
fire-safety systems by the time students return to classes later this
month.
New sprinklers and more advanced fire-alarm systems are being installed as part of a statewide
effort to make the dorms safer. The
effort comes two years after a dormitory fire at Murray State that
killed one student and injured others.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Sponsored by:

at the

Laker Field House
Thursday, Aug. 17th •6:00 p.m.

(Meal: $4.00 per person

changing needed programs the
Democrats would deliver.
The Bush camp had an instant
retort. "Instead of passing the baton,
Bill Clinton used it to beat his
own drum," said spokesman An
Fleischer. "The vice president
remains in Bill Clinton's shadow."
Clinton's speech drew wave after
wave of convention cheers, in a
standing room-only Staples Center sports arena, the floor and galleries a sea of red placards —
"Thank you President Clinton."
Arkansas delegate Harry Truman Moore of Paragould called
Clinton's exit from the presidency "bittersweet," but added, "now
it's time for people to start focusing on Al Gore."
In his remarks, Clinton recited
his record first, saying he'd matched
the promises of his two winning
campaigns and proven Republican
critics wrong with the longest economic expansion in history. "Harry
Truman's old saying has never
been more true," he said. "If you
want to live like a Republican,
you better vote
Democratic."
When
he
turned to the
election ahead,
Clinton prefaced
his boost for
Gore with a word
for Hillary Rodham Clinton, "a
great first lady"
campaigning for
CLINTON
the Senate in
New York. She
spoke first, for herself and for
Gore and Lieberman. 'They have
what it takes, and they'll do what
it takes," she said.
The president said they "will
keep our prosperity going," deliver on Democratic commitments
across the board. "The best is still

• MSU
From Page 1
"I expect most of those students (from India) to be here in
the fall," Brockway said.
Brockway said MSU will have
125 American students who will
be participating in study abroad programs.
"I would like to see that number increase." he said. "In many
cases, it's literally a life-changing
experience."
Several initiatives, such as
revamping the MSU Web site and
expanding advertising methods,
have been embarked upon, and
the regents agreed that getting the
word out about MSU will be a
key to driving up enrollment numbers.
"You can do everything right,
but you've just got to let people
know," Brockway said.

Universities receive
sprinkler upgrades

EVENING
Pick 3:
NIIDD AY
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Pick 3:
Pick 4:
3-4-1
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Cash 5:
9-1-2-8 15-19-20-25-34

Laker Football

From Page 1

Michael H. Minger, 19, of Niceville, Fla., was killed. and Michael Priddy, 21, of Paducah, was
badly burned in the September
1998 incident. The dormitory, Hester Hall, did nothave sprinklers and
its alarm system was not up to date.
About 50 of the more than 100
dormitories at the universities will
have new sprinkler systems and
alarm systems by September.
Within three years, most of the
schools will have completed all fire
code renovations.
The new safety measures are
part of a plan approved two years
ago by 'university presidents and
the state's Council on Postsecondary Education.
The universities are spending
more than $25 million over four
years to outfit all dormitories with
sprinklers. Some of the work is being financed by bonds but the bulk
of the costs will show up on student
housing bills.
' Dormitories at Murray State,
Morehead State, and Eastern Kentucky universities required the most
work. Housing fee increases range
from $25 a semester at Eastern
Kentucky to as much as $140 a semester at Murray.

Don't Neglect Your Tires
This Summer - Arrive Safely!
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties
)v
f
.s, •
•Free Balancing With Tire Purchase

BBQ, Chips, Drinks & Dessert

High School & Middle School
Football Players & Cheerleaders
Will Be Introduced.

31 ED
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out there, the
best is yet to
come, if we
make the right
choices this election year," Clinton said.
Then
his
line,
farewell
slogans
three
echoing his own
GORE
campaigns:
"When you think about me,
keep putting people first, keep
building those bridges. Don't stop
thinking about tomorrow."
That was the anthem of his
1992 campaign, and the crowd
sang it back to him.
The Democrats' curtain: "Seventy-Six Trombones," with a brass
band and the cast of the Broadway revival of "The Music Man."
In jarring contrast, a concert
for protesters in their fenced corral outside the convention hall
turned violent as the Clintons spoke.
Demonstrators threw chunks of concrete and fired slingshots at police,
who used paper-spray balls, rubber bullets and a horseback charge
to herd them away.
The violence came as a crowd
of about 8,000 began to leave a
concert by the band Rage Against
the Machine. Hundreds of them
clashed with riot-geared, and quickly reinforced police. At least four
people were hurt and 10 arrested.
Thirteen people had been arrested earlier in the day after protesters blocked a downtown intersection about six blocks from the
convention site.
Clinton wasn't finished when
the convention recessed. He went
on to deliver an encore to thousands of Democrats at a mass
party on a Hollywood movie lot.
'The best way to validate all the
work we've done is to win again,"

he said.
He partied into the night with
current and former White House
aides, before his dawn flight East
to join Gore.
The platform the convention ratifies Tuesday echoes Gore's positions and campaign speeches. While
it draws sharp lines against Republican policy on tax cuts, Social
Security changes,abortion and other
points, the platform also plays to
the center with promises to balance budgets, combat crime, develop a limited national missile defense
and promote free trade.
Former Sen. Bill Bradley of
New Jersey, the primary election
challenger who once scared the
vice president but never beat him,
released the delegates he did win,
359 by his count, to support Gore
on the nominating roll call.
"He's got an agenda that is the
agenda of the Democratic Party,"
Bradley said in an interview with
The Associaked Press. "It's also
my agenda. He's moved toward
positions that I espoused in the
campaign in a number of areas,
and so there's not a close call for
me."
Bradley, who once accused Gore
of a campaign of attack, attack,
attack, and of distorting his positions, said he will be an active
campaigner for the Democratic ticket, and wasn't thinking about another presidential bid of his own.
"All of my efforts and thoughts
are directed toward November, not
beyond that," he said.
Bradley was addressing the convention Tuesday.
Also on the agenda were Caroline Kennedy, daughter of the
assassinated John F. Kennedy, nominated in Los Angeles 40 years
ago; Sen. Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts, his brother; and civil
rights leader Jesse Jackson.

Efforts to rescue sunken
Russian sub in trouble
MOSCOW (AP) — Frantic efforts to reach a Russian nuclear
submarine trapped on the ocean
floor failed Tuesday and chances of
rescuing 116 sailors on the vessel
appeared bleak as a storm lashed
the area, officials said.
Twelve-foot high waves and
strong winds were buffeting rescue
ships in the area above the Arctic
Circle where the submarine was
stranded, officials said. Weather
forecasts said there would be no
improvement for the next three
days.
Efforts to connect air and power
lines had not worked and there was
no communication with the submarine, said navy spokesman Capt.
Igor Babenko. Conditions inside
the submarine, including how much
air it had left, were not known,officials said.
"The projection of possible consequences of the accident in the
Kursk for the lives of its crew remains extremely grave," Navy
chief Adm. Vladimir Kuroyedov
said in a statement Tuesday.
Navy officials denied Russian
press reports quoting Defense Minister Igor Sergeyev as saying an operation to extricate the crew was
underway. The navy said an attempt might be made late Tuesday
if weather improved.
The submarine, one of the biggest and newest in the Russian
navy, was trapped at a depth of 354
feet, the navy said.
There appeared to have been an
explosion in the torpedo compartment in the nose of the submarine,

sending it crashing to the sea bottom, said Kuroyedov, backing
away from earlier statements that it
had collided with something.
An explosion inside the torpedo
chamber, which contains warheads,
would probably have caused extensive casualties, analysts said. Navy
officials said casualties could not
be "ruled out," the Interfax news
agency reported.
It appeared that several compartments inside the submarine were
flooded,'officials said. Submarines
are divided into compartments that
can be sealed off in case of flooding. It may be impossible to operate
the submarine if several compartments, including the control center,
are flooded.
"Further development depends
not only on the rescue efforts, but
also on the situation inside the
hull," said navy spokesman Capt.
Igor Dygalo.
There were 116 officers and
sailors on the submarine, Dygalo
said, the first time the navy had revealed the size of the crew.
There was still hope that the
crew could be rescued, Dygalo
said. "We'll work with all our
strength and means ... to the last
moment," he said.
Some 15 rescue vessels and warships were sent to the area in the
Barents Sea where the submarine
went down Sunday during naval
exercises.
With no new ideas on how to
reach the submarine, navy officials
were consulting the submarine's
builders for options, Babenko said.

British airline suspends
Concorde operations
LONDON (AP) — British Airways suspended Concorde operations Tuesday after being told that
British and French officials intended to revoke the supersonic
plane's airworthiness certification,
the airline said.
The morning flight from London
to New York was canceled, as well
as the later return flight from New
York, the airline said.
British Airways had suspended
its Concorde flights for only a day
after the July 25 crash of an Air
France Concorde, which killed 113
people. Since then, the airline had
insisted it believed that there was
no fundamental safety flaw in the
aircraft.
But British Airways said it was
notified Tuesday morning that Britain's Air Accident Investigation
Branch and French authorities had
agreed to suspend certification of
the plane.
"As soon as we heard this, we
immediately withdrew our supersonic fleet from service this morn-

ing," the airline said.
Britain's Civil Aviation Authority said it supported British Airways' decision, but had no immediate comment on the reasons for the
new doubts about the safety of the
aircraft. The airline also did not
elaborate on the reasons for the
regulators' decision.
British Airways was operating
only one Concorde flight each way
between London and New York
during August, citing a normal
summer reduction in demand for
premium air travel. French authorities suspended Air France Concorde operations following the
crash.
Investigators believe the "initial
cause" of the July 25 accident was
a metal strip that punctured a tire,
sending huge chunks of rubber into
the area of the fuel tanks. The
French ministry said it would be
premature to resume Concorde
flights given the number of unanswered questions.
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Program slated for new MSU students

DA THS
James Franklin Johnson

Murray State University will
James Franklin Johnson, 70, St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, died about
once again be hosting Great BeginJuly 16, 2000, at his home.
nings for its new students.
He was self employed as owner of Johnson Scrap Metal.
The weekend begins early on
Jefferson
County,
Missouri,
he
was
the
son
Born Dec. 25, 1929, in
Aug. 18 when residential colleges
of the late Edgar and Mary Johnson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Letha Lapp, Hendersonville, will open at noon for all new stuTenn.; three sons, Fred Johnson, South Fulton, Tenn., Ronnie John- dents to move in.
MSU faculty and staff memson, Crutchfield, and Raymond Johnson, Clinton; one sister, Ms. Lita
will be available to help at
bers
Mae Johnson, Fort Payne, Ala.; two brothers, John Thomas Johnson,
colleges dining the
the
residential
Collinsville, ill., and Croma Lee Johnson, Ozark, Ala.; three grandmoving
period.
New students will
in
great-grandchild.
children; one
to
a
Fall Orientation
be
assigned
Graveside services will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at New Hope Cemean upperclassman
group
led
Nip
tery.
a mentor to
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but who will serve as
group
members.
no visitation is scheduled.
Great Beginnings is designed
to assist students by providing
them with information about the
Graveside services for Mrs. Lucy Jane Stalls are today at 11 a.m. different offices and programs on
at the Murray Memorial Gardens. Walter Pigg is officiating.
campus so that they can get the
Pallbearers are Timmy, Tommy, Monte, Mickey, Derik and Tyler most of their college experience.
Stalls. Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements. There is no charge to attend the
Mrs. Stalls, 73, Radio Road, Almo, died Sunday, Aug. 13, 2000, activities during the Great Beginat 2:50 p.m. at her home.
nings.
She was employed at Boone Laundry & Cleaners for over 45 years.
The attire for the weekend is
She was a member of Dexter Church of Christ.
casual and comfortable and both
Her husband, Walter Stalls, died Aug. 26, 1988. also preceding her residential and commuter students
in death were three sisters, Leeada Thorn, Rachel Montgomery and are encouraged to attend Great
Julia Fox. Born Sept. 27, 1926, in Christopher, Ill., she was the Beginnings sessions.
daughter of the late Roy Thorn and Allie Matheny Thorn.
During Friday afternoon, an
Survivors include five sons, Dennis Thorn and wife, Ruth, and information tent will be set up in
Randy Stalls and wife. Tracy, all of Almo, Doug Stalls and wife, the Hart College Commons area
Marie, and Euwin Stalls and wife, Brenda, all of Murray, and Clay- with representatives from Student
ton Stalls and wife, Connie, Hardin; four sisters, Mrs. Mary Wallace Health Services, the Student Govand husband, Doug, Mrs. Edna Fuqua and Ms. Josephine Thorn, all ernment Association, the Residenof Almo, and Mrs. Shelia Cox and husband, Larry, Paris, Tenn.; two tial College Association and varibrothers, William Thorn and wife, Joyce. Dexter, and Roy H. Thorn ous venders on hand to answer quesand wife, Patsy, Almo; 10 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
tions. Free drinks and ice cream
will be available. MSU's administrative offices will also be open
Mrs. Doris M. Boezeman, 71, of Rodman Drive, New Concord, during that time.
died at 9:45 p.m. Monday, Aug. 14, 2000, at home.
Late registration for non-schedBorn July 28, 1929, she was of the Presbyterian faith and attend- uled, admitted students will be
ed the Community Christian Reformed Church in Roselawn, Ind. She held from 3-4:30 p.m. in Mason
was a graduate of Hebron High School of Hebron, Ind.
Hall. A Community College OriShe was preceded in death by her parents, Paul E. and Matilda entation will be held at the same
Sapper Witt.
time in the Lowry Center.
Survivors include her husband, Ralph Boezeman Jr. of New ConNew students and their famicord; two sons, Donald Boezeman and wife Emma, and Daniel Boeze- lies are invited to the Regional
man and wife Elaine, all of Roselawn; a daughter, Dolores Baswell Special Events Center from 4:30and husband Dale of Rowelawn; two brothers, Paul Witt of Murray 9 p.m. for a welcome and enterand Robert Witt and wife Elaine of Hebron; and five grandchildren, tainment including inflatable games,
Donald R. Boezeman of Fishers, Ind., Debra L. Boezeman and Der- a hypnotist and a "Taste of Murrick C. Boezeman, both of Roselawn, Valorie Baswell of Hobart, Ind., ray" dinner. Families of MSU facand Brian Boswell of Bloomington, Ind.
ulty and staff are invited also.
Visitation will be 5-8 p.m. Wednesday at Blalock-Coleman FunerSaturday has a full slate of
al Home and 3-9 p.m. Friday at Jackson Funeral Home in DeMotte, activities scheduled.
Ind. Funeral services will be at 10 a.m. Saturday at Jackson Funeral
Freshman Orientation classes
Home. Burial will follow in the Roselawn Cemetery.
will meet for the first time at 9
The family asks that in lieu of flowers, donations be made to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice or the Community Christian Church in Roselawn.
CLARIFICATION

Mrs. Lucy Jane Stalls

Mrs. Doris M. Boezeman

a.m. All freshman, including those
who do not live on campus, are
expected to attend this first session and attendance will be taken.
Following the freshman "0"
classes, a convocation for all new
students will be held at 11 a.m.
in Lovett Auditorium.
A luncheon for non-traditional
students will be hosted in Ordway Hall Lobby at noon.
From noon to 4:30 p.m., individual residential college activities, including lunch, will be held.
Commuter students are asked to
attend these sessions, as well as
resident students.,
Saturday's activities will focus
on helping students make the transition from high school to college
and will offer valuable information on getting things done during that first week of school.
All participants are asked to
move to the Regional Special

Events Center once again at 5
p.m. for a Spirit Event, dinner
and a movie.
On Aug. 20, the residential colleges will open for returning students at 8 a.m.
The Adults Belong in College
Mini Orientation will be held in
the Lowry Center from 8:30 a.m.
to noon and is open to adult students who have not attended one
of the previous orientation sessions.
Realities on Campus will be
held at 2:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. All new students should
attend with their Fall Orientation
groups. Realities on Campus is a
series of dramatic skits portraying
college life. Fall "0" group discussions follow at 3:15 p.m., with
dinner at 5 p.m. and a Street
Dance at 7:30 p.m. in the Winslow
Commons.
Classes for all students begin

Mrs. Overa Brandon, 79, of Calloway County, died at 5:10 p.m.
Monday. Aug. 14, 2000, in Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a homemaker and a member of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband, James E. Brandon, who
died in 1988, and a brother, Erice May.
Survivors include a son, Steve Brandon of Murray.
Visitation will be 5-8 p.m. today (Tuesday) at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Wednesday at the funeral home with the Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiating. Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery.

James L. Carter

Summer Roberson of Calloway
County has been recognized as a
member of Murray State University's dean's list for credits earned
during the spring term.
Students must achieve a grade
point average ranging from 3.5 to
a perfect 4.00 to be included on
the dean's list.
Roberson's name was inadvertently omitted from the spring 2000
listing of Murray State dean's list
students previously published.

James L. Carter, 86, of Nash Drive, died Monday, Aug. 14, 2000, in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Local survivors include his wife, Anna Carter; a son, Jimmy Carter and
wife Debbie; and two grandchildren, Amanda and Austin.
Visitation will be 4-8 p.m. Wednesday at the Cecil Funeral Home in
,Whitesville. Ky. Funeral services will be 11:30 a.m. Thursday at Whitesville Baptist Church.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray State University
Foundation in memory of James L. Carter and designated to the Alumni
House Fund, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center, Murray, KY
42071

Crating a
New Century

I merit.
,Sim

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

REMODELING
A Kitchens
A Bathrooms
A Siding
Call

A Windows
A Drywall
A Painting

753-3636

ertlage

onument

Keepsake Monuments,Inc.
*Computer generated designs
*Competitive prices
•Memorialization is our only business
*Large outdoor and indoor display
(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

No Roaming or Long Distance
$35
150 minutes

$50
400 minutes

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

$50 REBATE

CELLTOUCH,inc.
767-9111

Chg.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
uric - price unchanged

TRIMIODE DIGITAL
PHONE

Additional
Information
11-11W1&.R1)
Available
DONS
Upon Request.
si pia 4s,

verinin wireless
mo,ired Veal

Available on new one year seriice agreement. Subject to credit check and approval Fee wilt be
cha !ad for earl terrninabon of contract. Other restrictions ma a. . Offer ends 8/31/00.

Price

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ..11111.68 - 64.46
Air Products
34% -%
AT&T
Bell South
37% .42
.
Briggs & Stratton
42'.
Bristol Myers Sguibb....-.....S3%.+
Caterpillar
39 -1.
Daimler Chrysler
55'i -%
Dean Foods
34':-'.
Exxon-Mobil
83'.2 +%,
Firstar
24% -1.
Ford Motor(New)
General Electric
56%. -'.
General Motors
63% -1:
Goodrich
Goodyear
23%+'..
HopFed Banks
9i B 9% A
IBM
1223
.Ingersoll Rand
41% +3
.
Intel
67.+%
Kroger
LG& E
Lucent Tech
40% +I.
Mattel
10%
McDonalds
33'.+1.
73'.+",,
Merck
Microsoft
71%
J.C. Penney
16% Pfizer, Inc
.
4314+11
Quaker Oats
73% +1.
Schering-Plough
411+,
Sears
30%,
Texaco
.5111
.+%
Time Warner
78% +
Union Planters
30's -12
UST
17'. unc
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

JSTUM LU 1 LT

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Herdoee on Cha•Lnut St )

Mrs. Overa Brandon

Aug. 21. Parking tag distribution
will be held in the Curris Center
from 8 a.m.-4:30 pm. on Monday,
from 8 a.m.-7 p.m. on Tuesday,
and from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. on
Wednesday.
For more information on Great
Beginnings, call 762-2896 locally
or toll-free outside of Calloway
County at 1-800-272-4MSU.

i4
(hi,. /lest hiri,striterit IN Ymr.
.U.S.ItWL Lyors, bw •lianter ME and SPC

NO FEE Really Free!

SAVINGS

Do you have old Savings Bonds?
Check out the Savings Bond Calculator
at www.savingsbonds.gov to discover
their value. I-800-4US BOND
A public service of this newspaper

Husqvarna
Tough Name. Tough EquipmentTM
Powerful and Versatile

$1,299.95
Engine
HP/Type
Lubrication/Fitter
Transmission
Blade Engagement
Deck Size
Grass Discharge

Briggs Power But
12
Splash
4-Speed Gear
Mechanical

36
Side/Mulch

Cutting Height Position 12
1.4 Gal.
Fuel Capacity
Front Axle
Stamped Steel
Anti-Scalp Rollers
No
Tire Size Front/Rear 13x5-6/16 x6.5.8
No
Headlights
Hour Meter/Amp Meter No/No

Model LTH130

$1,799.95
Engine
HR-Type
LubncationTiller
Transmission
Blade Engagement
Deck Size
Grass Discharge

Kohler Command
13 OHV
Full PressureSpin-On
Hydrostatic
Electric
42'
Side/Mulch

Cutting Height Position 6
Fuel Capacity
20 Gal
Front Axle
Cast Iron
Anti-Scalp Rollers
5 Standard
Tire Size Front/Rear 15x6-6/18x8 58
Heaclights
Yes
Hour Meter/Amp Meter No/Yes

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray • Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

Open a
UPReally Free Checkinge,
account and get a
really FREE gift.
It's easy! Simply come in to any participating Union Planters Bank and
open a UPReally Free Checking® Account* which features...
• Unlimited checkwriting
• No minimum balance
• No monthly service charge
• Free VISA Check Card'
• Free introductory pack of checks
• Only $100 opens your account
Supplies are limited. Come in and open your account today!

SOLUTION:

AUNION
PLANTERS
BANK

°Copyright 2000 Union Planters Bank Member FDIC Visit us on the web at www unionplanters corn
• Offer good while supplies last Free gift may vary for student accounts VICk CheckCard subtect to approval
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FROM OUR READERS

Plant poses
possible threat
Dear Editor:
My name is Kim Johnson. I am originally from
Murray, but I now live in Mayfield.
One would think that the Murray State Animal
Waste Processing Plant would not affect me, but
it does.
My aunt, Eva Higgins, has had rheumatoid
arthritis for the past 42 years. I know personally
because I lived with her for 23 years, and I have
seen the pain she has endured day in and day out.
Thanks to Dr. Clark and a new drug called
"Enbrel," she has been able to live the past year
nearly pain free. I have witnessed her do things
that I thought she would never do again. She is
now able to enjoy life.
She is in less pain and is able to get around
without the discomfort in her joints aching when
she moves.
She has a swimming pool, where, during the
summer, she is able to get in and exercise. This
helps her have the strength to withstand the winter months.
Her renewed state gives her the desire to leave
her chair where she spends most of her day sitting in front of the television, and go out and
have a life.
Enbrel is not perfect; it does have side effects.
One of the problems with the drug is that it lowers the immune system. In her case, it can cause
sinus and respiratory infections.
With the animal waste plant directly across the
street from the home she lives in, her breathing
the air triples her chances of getting one of these
serious infections.
Not only is she susceptible to these infections,
with her immune system greatly diminished, this
can lead to more serious health-related problems.
With these tremendous odds stacked against her,
she cannot afford to take Enbrel. This will force
her to go back to the life of pain and discomfort
she had gotten away from.
My point? Most people may think that the waste
management plant is no big deal, and it is "not
as bad as they say."
Citizens of Murray, when the EPA discovers
traces of harmful bacteria in your yard and home,
will it matter then? Bacteria that I feel are the
direct result of the processing plant?
Will you continue to believe MSU when they
say that there is no odor and that it passes all
environmental inspections? Don't get me wrong,
the plant is an excellent idea, just not next door
to where children live and play.
I am sure there are other locations outside of
the city that the plant can be placed with no harm
to anyone.
Let me assure everyone that the plant smells
and is a major problem. Anyone living in the area
would say the same thing.
I would like to add how very pleased I am in
the Murray City Council with the action they have
taken in sending a letter to Murray State. Obvi-

ously they have not forgotten whom they represent.
I think MSU has shown that they have no concern with people with disabilities (referring to the
legal action taken against them on the RSEC Center) and now endangering the lives of my aunt,
the citizens and students on the north side of Murray.
Kim Higgins Johnson
5075 Central Road
Mayfield, KY 42066

Summer holds
fond memories
Dear Editor:
I appreciate lo Burkeen's comments in her column about what a pleasure it was to watch the
children board the buses to start another school
year.
As a mother of six children who just sent her
fifth son to kindergarten. I had mixed feelings.
The summer seemed too short, but I was thankful for another memorable one.
Many of my fond summer memories wilt. be at
the Murray-Calloway County swimming pool.
I had the privilege again of teaching children
how to swim.
As the director of our local chapter of the
American Red Cross, I have the opportunity to
work with some great people in our community
that make it possible for us to have such a successful swim program.
I want to express my appreciation to the parents who braved the registration process in May
and then faithfully brought their children to the
pool when it was their turn for swim instruction.
Children, thank you for your smiling faces and
the willingness to learn. During the planning and
administration of this program, Mike Sykes, pool
manager, and the parks and recreation staff were
a great help to me. Their support is important to
offering a safe and quality program.
Those who served as lifeguards, thank you for
your diligent watch without complaint, even during the rain. The local Kiwanis Club and the Murray Independent Schools Family Resource Center
for many years have generously donated funds to
help families who needed assistance with registration fees.
I appreciate the volunteer students that served
as swim instructor aids. I was especially grateful
for the Red Cross instructors who approach their
responsibilities with dedication, expertise and enthusiasm.
I am proud to be a part of a community who
works together to accomplish a quality program
which contributes to the safety and enjoyment of
everyone.
Jean R Masthay
Executive Director
Calloway Co. Chapter American Red Cross
607 Poplar St.
Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 1 - Los Angeles Times, on Napster and
the Internet:
From the days of player pianos to radio and
now the Internet, copyright holders — those artists
and others who produce creative works — have
looked on new technology as a natural enemy.
They have confronted the source of unauthorized copying and tried to litigate or legislate it
out of existence.
The recording industry's lawsuit against Napster, the San Mateo (Calif.)-based online music
swap meet ... will not erase the technology that
Napster has made so popular.
As is always the case, copyright owners and
the new technology will have to learn to live with
one another, and that's where their energies should
be directed.
The Internet does, indeed, pose a threat to the
recording giants and their iron grip on the distribution of recorded music in various forms.
Freely available MP3 compression technology
has made downloading music easy and fast, and
... putting Napster out of business will not end
the peer-to-peer music swaps that the company
pioneered. Already. half a dozen or more other
Internet ... (sites) offer similar services. ...
Clearly. the recording industry, rather than mount
a legal assault on the new medium, should look
for ways to team up with it, while preserving
artists' rewards....
A new world is opening for sound and picture
distribution that cannot be stopped by litigation.
July 31 - South County Journal, Kent. Wash.,
on violence in movies and television:

Every day the entertainment industry bombard,
us with messages.
Here's one from a recent press conference that
it should heed: reduce the violence in movies and
on TV.
The American Medical Association, the American Psychological Association, the Academy of
Pediatrics and the American Academy of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry came together to tell
the entertainment industry that the violence they
stick in movies and on TV hurts our children.
It's time the industry took some responsibility
for its actions.
The issue is more than just lamenting the fact
that filmed violence is in bad taste.
We know that. The organizations involved in
criticizing the entertainment industry say such violence has consequences in the lives of children,
and that it makes them less sensitive and more
prone to violence themselves.
We suspect the industry may argue that its
shows really aren't all that bad, but most parents
can refute that simply by turning on their TV set.
We know the entertainment industry isn't the
only culprit.
Parents also have a role in determining what
their children see.
But the fact that some parents don't exercise
proper control just means that those who produce
such shows should demonstrate some sense of
decency and restraint.
It's time for the entertainment industry to get
rid of the worst of the gratuitous violence.
As the four associations have said, our kids are
at risk

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM RUNNING

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

23 Cannon House Office Building
Wallington. D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington)

818 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
202424-1156 (Winston)

36IA Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.0 20510
202-2242541 (Washington)

Surrendering her knickers
There were many memorable
days in the nine years I taught
junior high school.
The most unforgettable began
when our principal, Mr. Fried,
ordered fellow English teacher,
Paula Danziger, into his office as
she stood at the sign-in desk that
morning.
Such tight-lipped summonses
were nothing new to Paula. She
was a rebel, an ardent crusader
for free speech, the teacher most
likely to point out at faculty meetings the lack of logic in so much
of Mr. Fried's administrivia.
She never did so in a mean
way; it was always with quiet
good humor and a sparkle in her
eyes.
She didn't take anything too
seriously, herself included.
That attitude drove Mr. Fried
nuts, but there was little he could
do about it because Paula was a
gifted teacher.
Kids who were sullen blossomed in her class.
Bullies who were used to extorting lunch money from their peers
reformed under her tutelage.
Children who never said a word
became eloquent under Paula's
instructional give-and-take. She
asked tough questions and actually listened to the answers.
Mr. Fried was crestfallen.
Paula challenged the rules he
embraced.
She ignored such vital details
of classroom management as keeping the window blinds level, or
swooping down on gum chewers
in the halls between classes.
Besides that, Paula was the only
homeroom teacher who stood
respectfully silent during the Pledge
of Allegiance each morning.
It was the '70's, the height of
the Vietnam war. Everyone seemed
to be balking against the status
quo except for our principal.
He was too busy tracking down
kids who slammed their lockers
too hard.
Outside of John Adams Junior

High School, women were burning their bras and men their draft
cards.
Half the country declared that
the old rules were made to be
broken, while the other half complained that there was not enough
discipline.
"America: Love It Or Leave
It" was the Hobson's choice offered
by those who wanted things their
way or no way at all.
There were endless discussions
of school dress codes in that era,
and violators were suspended without question.
Finally, the valedictorian of one
of the local high schools, a boy
who was Harvard bound, sued the
school board because his right of
free speech was violated when he
was told to cut his hair or stay
out of school.
The student won in court, and
from that day on the kids were
allowed to wear pretty much what
they wanted, except for modes of
dress that compromised health and
safety.
Though the juveniles were thus
liberated, teachers were still confined to dresses for the women
and jackets and ties for the men.
Until the day Paula decided that
she would skirt the issue.
That morning, she showed up
in a tailored pants outfit. You may
remember the style — knee-length
tunic over slightly flared slacks.
Pale coral polyester. We knew what
she had planned.
To come into school so attired
and, if challenged, remove the
offending slacks and comply with
the old rules in her trim A-line
dress.
What no one could have antic-

ipated was Mr. Fried, red-faced
and furious, ordering Paula into
his office and demanding, "Miss
Danziger, take off your pants."
Much to his chagrin, she did
so immediately whipping off the
bell bottoms and smoothing her
remaining outfit with prim, ladylike aplomb.
Word passed around the school
quicker than a slam book.
Even the kids overheard teachers chuckling in the halls, guffawing
over Mr. Fried, with his pursed
mouth and disapproving style,
demanding that one of his teachers surrender her knickers.
After that, the dress code for
teachers relaxed too.
Sometimes that was good, and
sometimes it was not, especially
when George Tyber showed up in
his sweats.
Anyway,school dress codes have
been in the news again lately.
The issue has became more
serious in 30 years - especially
since gang garb can be a red flag
in beleaguered schools — but most
of what I read would make Mr.
Fried jump for joy.
He'd have his old measuring tape
ready to calibrate skirt and trouser
lengths, and command teachers to
keep an eye out for unnatural hair
colors and too many body piercings.
I have to admit that many of
today's teen fashion conventions are
curious and disturbing, especially
when they involve self-mutilation.
But I am not sure how much
attention should be invested in monitoring student dress, unless, of
course we can come up with a
foolproof way to legislate good
taste.

Pay increase lands in court
As expected. the extraordinary
increase in retirement benefits Kentucky lawmakers voted themselves
STATE ANALYSIS
in the last hours of this year's
legislative session has ended up
in court.
TODD DUVALL
The timing could not be worse.
For those who may have missed
Syndicated Columnist
the slight-of-hand tactics that
accomplished the 64 percent retire- cable statute shall be no less than wide margins and the governor
ment benefit increase, it was accom- the benefit adjustment provided signs a bill relating to the legisplished through insertion of a sin- for in KRS 21.405(4) from the lature itself.
gle paragraph into an otherwise date of the last establishment of
The presumption is that the lawworthy bill relating to retired judges. the benefit."
makers know what they're doing
Everyone get that? Clear as the
The culprit was Sen. Albert
and what they want and thus the
Robinson, R-London, who, when Kentucky River after a few days
legislation
is considered valid.
he wasn't crusading on behalf of of heavy rain.
So
attack
Robinson's retireto
When
the Ten Commandments during the
the people at the Kenlegislative' session, was obsessed tucky Judicial Form Retirement ment increase, the way in which
with raising his and the other 137 System started trying to figure out the bill was worded and the method
members of the General Assem- what all that meant, they weren't by which it was passed through
exactly sure, even though Robin- the Senate and then the House
bly's retirement benefits.
But rather than merely a small son proudly boasted that it required late in the session will have to
adjustment, Robinson wanted a a 64 percent increase in legisla- be attacked.
BIG adjustment, one that would tive retirement benefits.
And those attacks will be in a
Attorney General Ben Chandler public courtroom with
be retroactive to the last time legthe public
islative retirement benefits were thundered back with an opinion
looking on and judging whether
increased nearly 20 years ago.
that the language of the provision
such a generous increase in retireSo Robinson's idea was to raise is unconstitutionally vague and lit
the assumed salary of legislators into the legislature for surrepti- ment benefits is justified.
After almost two decades, there
from the $27,500 a year their ben- tiously raising its retirement. One
efits now are based on to $47,300 other attorney agreed with Chan- is a case to be made about some
degree of benefit increase for lega year, an entirely fictitious amount dler.
that no legislator now earns and
A third thought it would pass islators, but Robinson's obsession
won't earn any time soon.
muster constitutionally.
with nearly tripling those benefits
Robinson's audacity - and his
So last week the whole thing and the way he went about accomsingle-minded determination to pull landed in Franklin Circuit Court plishing it just isn't
going to go
off his feat - simply became an just in time to be argued and down
well with people who don't
embarrassment to Republican lead- debated in the weeks before leghave the power to do the same
ers in the Senate and his initial islative elections in November.
themselves.
for
public efforts were rebuffed.
And before the voters decide
And
as the November election
Robinson
That sent
underground. at that same election whether they
although. admittedly, he continued want the General Assembly to meet approaches, it's a sure bet that the
to promote the benefit increase to in regular session every year instead opponents of incumbent legislaanyone and everyone.
tors and the opponents of annual
of the current every other year.
Here's what he had inserted in
By and large, except in the sessions will be out in force remindthe bill on retired judges:
most outrageous circumstances, the ing voters of Robinson's obses"Any accrual of benefits pro
courts tend to bow to the Gener- sion no matter what the court
sided under this or any other appli
al Assembly when it passes by rules.

Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(270) 753-1927.
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Once again it is time for the 2000 American Heart Walk
which will be Aug. 26 inside the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. It will be sponsored by the American
Heart Association, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Ryan
Foods and Briggs & Stratton.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. and the walk begins at 9
a.m. The public is invited to participate by forming a team of
walkers from friends, family and co-workers. A special invitation to participate is being issued to all survivors of heart disease.
Walkers collect donations prior to the event and turn them
in at registration. Incentive prizes are offered, including a tshirt to any walker raising $100.
Funds raised will support heart disease research and local
American Heart Association community and educational programs in Murray and Calloway County. Heart disease has probably affected all families in the city and county.
For more information on how to get involved call Julie Smith,
Heart Walk chairman at 753-9802 or Jennie Rottinghaus, AHA
director at 753-2442.

Dream Factory plans event
The Dream Factory of Murray will sponsor a co-ed double
elimination softball tournament Saturday at Murray-Calloway County Park. Entry fee is $125. Deadline for entry will be Wednesday
at 4:30 p.m. Teams will be drawn Wednesday night. All proceeds
will go to fund the dream of a local child. For information call
Debbie Adams at 436-6295 or to enter call P.J. Turner at 4748390.

Healing Paths will meet
Healing Paths, a Christian based support group for women only
dealing with the aspects of physical and sexual abuse and their
connecting issues such as depression, PTSD, panic disorder, anixiety disorders, Dissociative Identity Disorder, anti-social disorders,
etc., will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m.'in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. An open floor discussion will be featured. If you would like to come and participate, contact Kathy at
753-1907.

Mom and Me Wednesday
Mom and Me, a group for moms, babies and toddlers, will be
Wednesday from 10 to 11 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray. For more information call Trish at 7627333 or Amy at 759-1510.

Soccer meeting Wednesday
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. at Briggs & Stratton, Murray.

Hazel club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will have its planning supper Thursday at
6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. Members are asked to
bring a covered dish.

Aging seminar is tonight
Martha Lawrence Rippy, former administrator of Wesley Magnolia Place, Union City, Tenn., will speak about "From Self-Care
to Nursing Care: Housing Options for Senior Adults" tonight (Tuesday) from 7 to 8 p.m. at the Study on Aging at Hale Chapel of
First United Methodist Church.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blue pressure and pulse checks at its stops
in August. Stops this week include Murray Olympic Plaza from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Wednesday; Ponderosa
Steakhouse at Draffenville from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and noon to 2:30
p.m. Thursday.

Mr and Mrs. Stockwell in 1950

Local couple celebrates wedding anniversary
Ralph and Caryl Stockwell of Murray celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on June 30.
They were married June 30, 1950, at the home of bride's parents
in Quincy, Mich., with Richard Miles officiating.
Their attendants were his brother, Jack Stockwell, as best man; her
sister, Bernadine Quimby (Grinnell). maid of honor; his sister, Betty
Stockwell (Finley), as bridesmaid; and his brother, Lloyd Quimby, as
usher.
Mrs. Stockwell, the former Caryl Elizabeth Quimby, is the daughter of the late Orville Quimby and Neva Williams Quimby of Quincy, Mich.

CWC brunch will
be held on Friday
Christian Women's Club of Murray will have its monthly brunch
at the Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, on Friday from 10
a.m. to noon.
Kathy Stallings of Huntsville, Ala., will be the featured speaker.
Her theme will be "Enjoying the Beauty of Planting Firm Roots."
Presenting the special feature will be Kathy Farley from "Hatties
Heart." She will be giving fall gardening tips.
The music will be presented by Rhonda Beam,. soloist.
Reservations for the brunch should be made by Wednesday evening
by calling Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.
Effie Kemp, acting chairman, said "these CWC events are open to
all interested persons and there are no memberships or dues."

Dr. Doug Cox of Hopkinsville
was the guest speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at Pagliai's.
Cox is director of the Breathitt
Vet Diagnostic Center and a member of the Hopkinsville Rotary

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m:
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at
753-9015.

Club.
He spoke to the Murray club
on fund-raising activities which
their club has used to raise thousands of dollars to provide a "loan
program" for college scholarships
with low-interest paybacks for students in the Hopkinsville community.

DIXIELAND CENTER
753-4821

Volunteer training for all parents and friends who would like to
volunteer in the classrooms at Murray Elementary School will be
tonight (Tuesday) from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the school. A repeat
training will be Wednesday at 9 a.m. This year training is statemandated for both new and returning volunteers.

Support Our Park Group will meet today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m.
in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all
persons interested in the work and promotion of Murray-Calloway
County Parks.

You don't want to spend your retirement worrying about

maintaining yourstandard ofliving. With proper advice and
planning now,you can enjoy the peace and leisure you have
earned. Callustoday.
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DR. DOUG COX

Quilt Lovers will meet

Support Our Park will meet

When It's Time to Retire,
Make Sure That's
All You Have To Do.

New Books at

20

4?M12-rr17AY

14112771A/

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE SINCE 1854

We Special Order

Volunteer Training planned

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Calendar planning will
be held. The SOS is open to all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Margaret, 759-3950,
Wendell, 759-0625, or Jackie, 1-270-247-7754.

fOP PA/aAaf-mArN

Trade & Sell

o
k Discount

Singles (SOS) will meet

Christopher Colin Young
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Young of Lawrenceville, Ga., are the parents
of a son, Christopher Colin Young, born on Thursday, Aug. 3. 2000.
The baby weighed four pounds five ounces and measured 17 inches. The mother is the former Shawn Rozen. A sister is Savannah
Marie Young.
Grandparents are Jess and Kathy Young of Murray, Tony and
Sandy Dobbs of St. Simons Island, Ga., and Ed and Mary Rozen of
Charleston, S.C.
Great-grandparents are Ed and Virginia Rozen of Flushing, Mich.,
and Don Edwards and the late Thelma Edwards of Gladwin. Mich.

Used Paperbacks

Multiple Sclerosis Support Group will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Patricia
Tomkowiak with the Center for Accessible Living will be the speaker. For information call Sherial Underwood at 759-8516.

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight (Tuesday) in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The room will be
open at 5:30 p.m. and the meeting will start at 6 p.m. Persons are
asked to bring any Christmas projects to share with the group.

BIRTHS

The Bookrack

MS group on Thursday

Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7
p.m. in the district court room of Calloway County Judicial Building. Meetings are open to the public.

Mr. Stockwell is the son of the late Owin Stockwell and Ina
Kirkum Stockwell of Quincy, Mich.
Their five children are Lee Stockwell and wife, Theresa, Bill
Stockwell and wife, Neva, David Stockwell and wife, Dawn, Sherri
Wilson and husband, Rick, and Michael Stockwell and wife, Tracey,
all of Murray.
They have 23 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Stockwell moved to Murray in 1969 and are now
retired. They attend Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnessess.
Cards or letters may be mailed to them at 1624 North 16th St.,
Murray, KY 42071 or telephone them at 759-4965.

Cox speaks to Rotary

Depression group Wednesday

Fiscal Court will meet

Al,: and Mrs. Stockwell in 2000

h/4
We are pleased to have
these couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Misty and Erik Nadeau
Amanda Etheridge • Rick Stubbktield
Deedra Hughes Chard •Jeremy Chriard

WAL*MART.
SUPINCENTER
Ad Marl ree. •••—$•

.10.—

Hwy 641 N • Murray

HEEL

"featuring something unique."
•Ladies shoes, gifts & accessories
*Children's line of educational
books & gifts
"Our New Gift Registry Promises
The Perfect Gift tor
Ladies & Children."

WE'VE MOVED!
Visit Us At
Our New Location...

406 S. 12th St.
(FisiTheds• lbs. Cake)

Bargain Roo

50' 70'Off
Ladies'Shoes & Handbags
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CHECKING IT OUT...One of the new computers at CCMS
is being examined by Kaitlyn Jones, Ashley Winker and
Tiffany Snell, students in Melissa Lamb's computer class.
The district purchased new computers for the classrooms
this year.

GLAD TO BE WITH FRIENDS...Despite the sweltering heat,
these Southwest Elementary students enjoyed taking a
break from their studies and just "hanging around" together. Pictured above are Halley Edwards. Heather McGinnis
and Ashley Roach.

Allison Salazar, a student at East Elementary,
enjoys riding Bus 9401, driven by Louise Baker.

"Sis...I think our lazy days of summer
are over. It's Back-To-School for me."

DO I REALLY NEED THIS CLASS...Craig Free, CCHS student, meets with new guidance counselor, Susan Williams,
to discuss schedule changes on the first day of school.

RULES FOR THE YEAR...Yvonna Hooper, a kindergarten
teacher at Southwest Elementary, goes over good listening skills with her young students.

BEFORE THE KIDS ARRIVE... Calloway County Assistant
Superintendent Ronnie Walker and Instructional Secretary
Judy Brumley manned the grills to supply hamburgers and
hot dogs for the Employees Back to School Picnic held
at the Ann and Chuck Hoke Athletic Complex.

We work hard to increase
your interest.

LET'S ANNOUNCE THIS...Jim Hamblin, a junior at CCHS,
works on the school district's Web site. The Calloway
County District address is www.calloway.k12.ky.us.

TIME TO EAT...The lunchroom at North Elementary gets
high marks from two of Karen Kelso's first-graders, Tyler
Pittman and Nathan Maynard.

WE'LL BE GOING HERE...Calloway Pre-school teacher Brenda Eagleston assists parents in registering their children
for classes to begin Aug. 21.

-rc117,1/74,/

"Treasures in the Attic"
August 24-25

At Shelter Life Insurance, we meet monthly
to determine the interest rate we pay on your

A special session
done in heirloom
style designed to
portray childhood
as it should he.

Platinum Shield® Universal Life Policy
The interest rate on new premium is reviewed monthly
and is subject to change at any time.

Selected
Frames
30% Off

Before you buy life insurance, look at our
PLATINUM SHIELD UNIVERSAL LIFE

Call Now,

SHELTER

Your Back-To-School Exam Today.
Dr. Kevin M. Adorns

INSURANCE

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Well always be there for you.
Shelter insurance Cos., Horne Office: 1817 W. Broadway, Columbia. MO 65218

it-

753-7050
OAKWOOD
STUDIO
H'••••V

Pi

Bypass• tlurra
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) HATES
$6.75 Column Inch, 607e Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Ail 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $7 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$2 50 extra for Shopper ,Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $250 extra for blind box ads

7534916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

= Just Say "Charge It" =
,
1

010

010

060

ACCEPTING SEALED BIDS
Murray Calloway Transit Authority will
accept sealed bids for three (3) surplus vehicles. The vehicles to be sold are:
1985 Ford Passenger Van (80,000 + miles)
1985 Chevrolet (16 Passenger) Mini Bus
(100,000 + miles)
1988 Chevrolet (10 Passenger 1 w/c hookup) Mini Bus (100,000 + miles)
(Vehicles can be driven but are sold with
no warranties implied, sold as is/where

isl
Vehicles can be seen and inspected at the
Murray Calloway Transit Office located at
7th and Poplar at the Weaks Community
Center in Murray, Kentucky, between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday until the deadline hour for bids. You
may call (270) 753-9725 for more information.
Bids for one or more vehicles must be
received in the MCTA office no later
than 2 p.m., August 23, 2000.
Murray Calloway Transit Authority
reserves the right to reject any and all
bids.
Shirley Parrish, Mgr.
Murray Calloway Transit Authority

CL_ASSIF7ELD
• Pizza
• Catfish
• Bean roll
• Sat. Breakfast Buffet
We sell our Bar-B-Que
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet $6.95
by the pound.
• Sun. Lunch Buffet

Get your Bar-B-Que
here!

ATTENTION
Hunters
Hunting
seasons just
around the corner So you
need your 4-wheeler serviced, We do oil changes, oil
filter, air fitter & adiust the
valves, Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813.
FREE: Puppies.
Call 492-8814.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Located 8 miles
north of Murray, KY at
Dexter, KY.

Call 753-1916

NEEDED Someone for
kitchen from 9:30am- 2pm.
Sandra D's, 94E. No phone
060
calls please.
Kelp Wattled
POSITION Open for Acct.
Receivable/ Collections
GOOD
PAY $S
$$
Clerk. Applicant must be
Dependable and enthusiwell organized. Accts.
astic person needed PartReceivable and computer
time for local business.
required.
experience
$7/per hr. + bonuses.
Previous collection experi270-753-6009
ence helpful. Apply in per10:00AM-9:00PM
son with resume at McGee
CHURCH
Pest Control, 1302 N. 12th
ADMINISTRATIVE
St., Murray, 8:30 to 4:00.
SECRETARY
No phone calls please.
Requires computer skills,
double entry bookkeeping,
ROUTE DRIVER
account
receivable, Minimum
qualifications
accounts payable, and stable work history, Class
payroll experience, as well B. COL, clear MVR
as general office skills.
Benefits include medical,
Full
time
position. dental, vision, competitive
Vacation/sick day benefits. pay, vacation, 401K, stock
plan
Send resume with refer- purchase
ences to: PO Box 1040-F, Applications accepted at
Murray, Ky. 42071
Waste Management.
3426 St. Rt. 45 South,
DATA Technologies is now
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
hiring cable Technicians.

Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 am to 9 pm. Closed
every Monday
Phone: 437-4568

PEACHES
Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Tentative Schedule:
Most days of week, including Sunday
Selling 10:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
August will feature wonderful peaches!

Approx. Ripening Time
Now Ripe
Aug. 12- Aug. 20
Aug. 13 - Aug. 23
Aug. 20 - Aug. 31
Aug. 20 - Sept. 1

Variety
Cresthaven
Elberta Queen
Finale
Encore
Sweet Sue

Please keep this ad for future reference.

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
Located 10 minutes from
Paducah's KY Oaks Mall

No experience necessary.
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to: 762-0208. Drug
Screening required.
HUTSON'S Ag
Equipment, Inc
Full-time office position
needed. Clerical and computer
skills
required.
Excellent benefits. Please
call 270-247-4456 M-F,
8:00 to 5:00. Ask for Erin.

PsycHic READING$
A15E5 IN ALL
F'ROBLEMS OF LIFE

TELLS PA5T,
.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364

FULL time
immediate opening.
Operate commercial mail
processing
equipment
Must have mechanical
aptitude to perform minor
repair and maintenance.
Dnving and lifting required.
Roommate
basic computer skills helpWantixI
ful. Health insurance after
RENT $100.00 + 1/2 utili- 3 months. Apply in person
ties Call before 1:00PM or at Automated Direct Mail,
leave message. 759-2287. 87 spruce St. #B Muray,
Ky.
ROOMMATE needed to
share 3 bedroom house IMMEDIATE openings at
Must like animals Room Mattel. Contact Excel office
comes furnished $250/ at 759-8383 for more informonth + electricity. Call mation.
JERRY'S Custom
759-9174, leave message
Cabinets
Now taking applications for
full time employment.
Please apply in person 0
409 Sunbury Circle.
Just give us a call, we'll
Monday-Thursday
be glad to help,
8AM-5PM
Your loved one we'll
Friday 8AM-2PM.
try to find,
NEED Experience Clean
'Cause we all have Furry
up man on cars. Know how
or Feathered Friends,
to buff. Must have referHere at the
ences. Can make $400.
Ledger & Times.
week clear. 753-8904Days. 759-1703- Nights.

Ask about
our specials.

The Shed
Café

060

PRESENT AND FUTURE

Wed /4144t

Nurses Aide
Full Time
2 p.m.-10 p.m.
Prefer exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good
working conditions.
Apply in person

A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

767-0508

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium Nicw Dr.
I.( IF

SALES & marketing position available at local
women's day spa. Must be
highly motivated w/ experiMail
preferred.
ence
resume to P.O. Box 9166
Paducah, Ky. 42005-9166.
TEMPORARY Full time
help needed for mechanically inclined laborers. For
a job to start approx. Sept.
1st in Murray, KY. May lead
to permanent position with
company. Call 1-888-2141047 for more info.
UPSCALE Hair & Tanning
Salon. Now hiring for all
positions. Stylists, nail tech
& masseuse. Talented professionals will have guaranteed pay with bonus
incentives.
Call 759-3343 or come by
616 N. 12th St.
WAREHOUSE Laborers
Needed for daystuft. For
information call 759-5547

September 10, 2000
Tell your grandparents, and the world, how great you
think they are, by publishing your greeting in our
special "Grandparents Day Greetings" section on

Saturday, September 9, 2000.
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

Murray Ledger 8r Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
BRING IN BY

SEPT. 7(3 P.M.)

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

060
Help Waded

Help Wattled

HEAD SWIM COACH
Growing swim team seeks
USS Certified swim coach.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resume
and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
STAFF PHARMACIST
Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield,
Kentucky, has an immediate opening for a parttime staff pharmacist for the day shift with rotating weekend coverage. Must have current
Kentucky pharmacist license. Excellent salary
commensurate with experience. Hospital experience is preferred. Submit applications at the
Employment Services Office in Mayfield, Paducah,
or Murray, Kentucky.
EOE M/F/D/V

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, car hops
and counter help for all shifts
Apply in person, no phone calls please

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Seasonal Maintenance (20-40 hrs./wk.)
$6.00-$7.00/hr
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring 1-2 seasonal maintenance workers to
work 20-40 hours per week. Pay will
depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers license. Applications are available at
the park office at 900 Payne Street
between 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

WeseView
NunsING

1101VIE

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Prefer certified but will train.
Full or Part-Time. (7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; and
Tuition Reimbursement;

CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley. RN, @ 270-762-1591
EOE
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

e

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Jackson Purchase Medical Center in
Mayfield has an immediate full-time opening for a Nuclear Medicine Technologist.
Applicant must have Kentucky license,
ARRT Registered or Registry Eligible with
experience. Nuclear Certification would be a
plus. Some x-ray duties will be necessary.
This is a day position with call coverage.
Excellent salary commensurate with experience along with excellent benefit package.
Submit applications at the Department of
Employment Services in Mayfield, Murray
and Paducah.

RN/LPN
Green Acres is currently
accepting applications for
LPN 6am- 2pm shift and
RN or LPN 6pm- 6am
weekends option Both
positions are eligible for full
time benefits which include
health, dental, vision, life
insurance, personal days,
vacations and 401K Apply
at Green Acres Health
Care For more information
contact April Cornelius
Adon at 247-6477

BABYSITTING and house
keeping services Call 753
9573
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
CUSTOM CLEANING
Tailored To Customer
Cleaning
Needs
Commercial & Residential
270-474-8340
Please
Leave A Message
HOUSE Cleaning &
Ironing 474-2131
MOTHER of toddler willing
to babysit in home. 4928983
Will Clean houses and
offices 489-2544 after
5pm or please leave a
message

Computers
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS'?
Don't be left out lust
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc, Hard drives,
Internet
connections,
modems,
software
upgrades, printing problems, whatever. I can help!
753-5778
KELLERS

EOE M/F/V/D

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S.

436-5933.
9a m.-7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140

Licensed Practical Nurses: Long Term Care
PRN positions available; Full-Time 3-11
Registered with the KY Board of Nsg.

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING
*4 Week Programs
'Day or Evening Classes
*Job Placement Assistance

00'•'Q
CALL NOW! 888-722-1919

West Kentucky Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield, KY
•65 Or Older No Tuition Cost

Nursing Assistants: Long Term Care
Full-Time and Part-Time positions
Prefer certified but will train.
100.Increase for certification.
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins,,
HolidayNacation/Sick Pay, Child Care,
Attendance Bonus, Tuition Reimbursement

Contact:
Kristy Weaver,
RN,ADON LTC
270-762-1277
For more information.

Equal Education and Employment Opportunthes • WET)

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - id/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

MURRAY
CALLCMAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

Went to Buy
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray.
HOMES,
Apartments,
Commercial, Farms Quick
Baker/
Closings
Investments 1-800-5312246
150

Articles
For Sale

glEt Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 12071

MURRAY
LEER
DG & TIMES
Advertising Sales

Be Your Own Boss!
GRANDPARENTS
DAY

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

060

Nsip Wonted

Nelo Wanted

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Ad Deadlines

Publish

- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual to fill an advertising representative full-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting new
people, are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working with established local accounts, as well as developing new
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.
Interested individuals should send resume to.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Employment Employer

2 ROCKFORD Fosgate
15's In box new Orion
Cobalt 260w Amp
753-3259
2 TON Central A/C unit
Like new Asking $350
437-3088

Hoffman's
Inc. Sale
*Patio Furniture 6117 off
•Selected Napkin'. &
Paper Plate'. 70% off
•AcrylicAare 75% off
*Dept 56 Houses 25% off
Selected Candle.
I include'. Citronella
50% off
•Picture Frame'. 50% off
'Mexican Porten. 2.5% off
*T-Shirt.. 25% off
Decoratoe Pot 15% oft
•‘Aeather‘anes 505(r off
'511 Annual'. & Tropn
40% off
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-4

Sun. Closed
Hwy.94 East
759-4512

150
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Fora*

For Soot

BRISTOL Motor Speedway
tickets for April 2001 4892083
ORNAMENTAL Grasses
7 Types, Dwarf Fountain,
Hardy Pampas, Zebra.
Japanese Bloodgrass. etc
5000 offl All in pots ready to
plant Call 753-1725
PURPLE Hull Peas $9.501
Bushel. 1992 Red F150.
4x4. 1 owner 247-0278
QUILTS For Sale
489-6243
RESTAURANT
equipment for sale
Unit #11 Paris Landing
Storage on Hwy 79 North
August 17,18,19.& 20 or by
appointment Stove grill,
car broiler, freezer, dishes,
pot & pans & more For
appointment call 901-6427286
SOFA & matching arm
chair $50. obo Double
bed (mattress, box springs
& frame, $25). Square coffee table $10. Wooden
bookcase, $10. Washer &
dryer. $100. Call
759-5760
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price. Call
437-4877 for details
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message

APrginCes
REFRIGERATOR, Almond
side by side. Water, ice in
door Excellent condition.
436-2667.
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
160

MOM Furnishings

1/2 acre $100/mo 7536012

5BR House 1605 Olive
492-8225 after 5p m
LOT for rent 492-8488
9TH St
3br, 2 bath $495/mo
LOT For Rent 753-9866
+ security No dogs
270-474-2520
Seal*
CLEAN, 2br 1 year lease
appliances $375/mo
BUILDING For Lease 519
753-9636
S 12th St (Hwy 641S
FOR rent Deluxe 3br
Call 753-1342 for info
house located west of
OFFICE Space for rent Off
Benton on dead end road
7th & Main 753-7921
Conveniently located close
to parkway for out of town
Available
employment
immediately
units
Various size
Phone 270-527-5253
Walnut Plaza
or 270-527-9981
104 N 5th
FOR rent
4br., 2 5 bath brick home
753-9621
lust outside of town on nice
1.4 acre wooded lot
320
Available Aug 21 for $700
For ReM
a month on a month to
month basis Call Earieen
down
near
OR 2br apts
at Kopperud Realty 753own Murray starting a
1222
$200/mo 753-4109
IN Town. 3br, $350. plus
1BR apt available, all applideposit. Call 753-5109.
ances furnished Mur-Cal
house on lake 527SMALL
Realty 753-4444
3113
1BR Apt Near University.
160
Stove, refrigerator. $2251
month 753-5992
1BR Like new, all appliances. Diuguid Dr. Also 1
br studios near campus.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
1BR. Apt. Clean and nice
with appl including W/D.
No pets!
Call 270-753-9841 or
119 Main •753-6266
436-5496.
1BR. Furnished or unfurCREEKVIEW STORAGEnished. Low utilities, $100 520-$40. On Center Dnve.
deposit, no lease, no pets.
Behind Tom's Gnlle
753-3949. $225-$235 /mo.
759-4081.
appliances. NORTHWOOD
1BR., all
storage
University $325/mo. 1yr presently has units availlease+ deposit, no pets.
able 753-2905 or 7531br., furnished downtown 7536
(upstairs) $255/mo. 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets.
Neon Beach /
2br., furnished downtown.
Mini-Storage
(upstairs). $285/mo. 1yr
lease+ deposit, no pets.
All Size Units
Available
2br., stove, refngerator, w/d
hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
north of town. $285/mo 1yr.
lease+ deposit, no pets.
753-4937 8-5 M-F.

l

igliessFor Solo

1 bath, carport
2BR
detached garage 2 acre
landscaped lot 2 miles out
on 121S Possible owner
financing $49.900 7538251

Office Space

EASTSIDE

EQ!)"

STORAGE

753-3853

SOLID Oak 5 piece bed
room suite Excellent con
dition $2,200 obo
759-5400

apt
furnished
1BR.,
$225/mo. No pets. Next to
121 fairgrounds.
753-3139.
WOW
2BR Duplex at 1707-A
PIANO for sale. Console. Ridgewood $350/ month.
759-4406
Excellent condition. Zero
down, assume low
2BR Near MSU. $325,
payments. See locally.
water furnished. Coleman
1-800-437-9757.
RE. 759-4118.
PIANO For Sale: Spinet/ 2BR, Near MSU. New carConsole. Take on small pet, paint & wallpaper.
payment. Nothing down C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
with good credit. See local- $275. Coleman RE.
ly. Call (800)-346-1775.
759-4118.
WOODEN Signet clarinet 2BR., garbage, water.
for sale $100.00 Call 753- Deposit & lease required
$275/mo. 753-8355
8393.
4BR Townhouse Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1985 SQUIRE Mobile 1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
Home 14x70, good condi- bedroom handicap accesat Mur-Cal
tion $6500 obo 753-4545 sible apt. Apply
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
1993 Atlantic home 14x52.
Phone 759-4984
Partial furnished. Comes
Equal Housing
with air conditioner, tires,
Opportunity
and axles. Vinyl skirting.
2Br. 1909-B
DUPLEX.
Phone 901-247-3075. No
Dr Lease. No
Westwood
answer, leave message
pets. $360. plus deposit
1993 Fleetwood 14x72. 753-8002.
2br., 2 bath. $10.900. 753FORREST
View
6319.
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
1994 Fleetwood 16x80 St., now accepting applicawith landscaped acre lot tions for 2br townhouses,
$38,000 753-0902 please basic rent $305/ month.
leave message
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
1996 SUNSHINE 14'x70' Call 753-1970. Equal
2br. 2 bath. 3/4 acre wood- Housing Opportunity.
ed lot. 3 miles from Murray. NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
Ready to move into. house W/D, furnished,
$35,000. firm. 759-0519.
near
MSU. 753-1252
FLEETWOOD. before 5pm, 753-0606 after
1997
16x60, 2br. 2 bath with 5pm
10x12 storage building. Set
RED OAKS APTS.
up in Fox Meadows
Special
$17,500 Call 759-1629
$100 Deposit
after 5p m If no answer.
1BR From $280
leave message
2BR From $325
2001 16x80 Giles 4br., 2
Call Today!
baths, quality thru-out
753-8668.
including plywood floors.
WOW!
only $21.900 with central
No waiting list'
air and skirting. Lakeland
Southside Manor Apts.
Quality Homes. Benton,
1&2 br apts
Ky. Phone 270-527-5253
Section 8 housing
3BR , 2 bath mobile home
753-8221
WI extra mobile home
EHO
hook-up on approximately
4 acres of land 753-5086
For Holt
Wilson Real Estate
FOR Sale or rent to own
2BR.. 1 bath, utility, large
16x70
1992 Clayton
detached garage. spacious
$15,500 270-345-2283
landscaped lot. 2 miles out
HM & Sons Mobile Home on Hwy 121 S. $435/ mo.
Mover. 18yrs. experience. 753-8251.
Licensed & insured in
2BR • gas heat $325 +
Kentucky. Tennessee &
deposit 753-9826
Illinois 437-3939
near
3BR
House
"OVERSTOCKED"
University Stove, refrigeraand
14
16
homes
On used
tor, CM/A. w/d hook up
wides All refurbished and
1yr
lease.
$535/mo
can be purchased with
deposit. No pets
payments less than rent
753-4937 M-F. 8-5
Lakeland Quality Hornec
2 bath brick house
38R,
Ky.
Benton.
C/H/A fenced backyard.
Phone 270-527-5253.
convenient location in
town $550/ month Would
also sell if interested
(Available September 1st)
3BR 11 2 bath $275/ 759-9246
m nth 753-6012
MOBILE Homes ror rern 501 South 6th Cottage
3br. LR, DR. 1 bath
Quiet country setting Call
Upstairs bonus room
474-8027
$550/ month 753-8220,
NICE 2brN Mobile home
615-748-36013
No pets 753-9866

•

Cifort dbirty Vehicles
[

CREDIT Problems Inquire
about this owner financed
3br, 2 bath doublewide 3
years old On 3.4+ acres
foundation
Permanent
large front deck, large
screened in porch Carport
352-330-2618

Pits &Supplies
AKC Boxer Puppies. $250
270-247-6215 after 5p.m.
AKC Registered Shih-Tzu
puppies. Shots & wormed.
Ready to go last of July.
$350. Call 901-352-2144.
AKC Shih-Tzu. Males &
females, all colors, shots &
wormed. 901-352-0037
901-642-5151.
BOSTON Bull Terriers. (1)
4yr old male. (1) 9 month
old female. 345-8534.

NEW 3br Whirlpool bath
All brick, large yard
Metcalf Lane. North Villa
Subdivision Call $118,500
759-4783
PRICE REDUCED,
Immediate Possession
Outstanding 2 story home
4br, 21,2 bath 1520
Canterbury 436-5922
RENTAL House & 2 apts
in Murray Need repair.
$39,000
to
Reduced
Positive cash flow 7532479

UNFINISHED
Country
Rustic
Cottage
Oak
Framed post & beam On
1 acre, built 1996 Best
offer over 37K Call
489-6108

1987 Suzuki 4 wheeler
Kick start $2,100 Just like
new 436-5156
300
POLARIS
1996
Xplorer 4x4, front & rear
racks Good condition, low
hours 489-2927
1997 YZ125. 2 gas tanks
New plastic gold DID
chain Extremely nice Call
Andy or Dave 901-3649813.
4-WHEELER 50cc- 100cc
Brand new, automatic
trans, priced as low as
$1595 Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813
81 Honda bike $900 OBO
767-0922

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1009 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

NEW HOME
By Owner
3,400 sq. ft. of living space • CIFI/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres •2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •
fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths • oak cabinets. $167,500.

527-5460 or 354-8966

'87 Suzuki 250 Quad
Racer $600 Call after
5PM 436-5782
CLOSE Out Deals on new
99 Husqvarna motorcycles. Priced below dealer
cost. We have motor cross
& Enduro models in stock
from 125cc- 610cc- 4
stroke. Call Andy or Dave.
901-364-9813.

amb Brothers
r8r1-1)' Tree Service
t,
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free E,timate,
24 Hr Serowe

BUILDER Offers two new
brick homes for sale in city
One 3br and one 4br. Both
deluxe homes Call 7533903 after 4.00pm for further information.
BY Owner. Lot & House
2br. 1 bath. Aluminum siding 4240 Radio Road
$24,000 759-9646 or
753-5611
ELEGANT 3br, brick 2
baths, whirlpool, great
room, all white kitchen
Dining room, bonus room
blinds 116 Murray Estates
759-4644

1991 PONTIAC Firebird.
White w/gray interior. PW.
PL, t-tops. 78,xxx miles.
753-2616 Leave message.
1993 FORD Probe_ Looks
& runs good. A/C, sunroof,
p/w, pit Cassette, $3400.
obo. 270-382-2989.
2000 DODGE Stratus All
power, save thousands
753-0603.

1979 FORD 4wd $1500
489-2585
1997 FORD F-150 FLRSD
Super cab, 4wd, short bed
5.4L, V-8 PFI, Loaded. 3rd
door, white with gray
leather interior. 38,xxx
miles. Excellent condition.
$22,000.
270-759-4730.

FOR SALE
1985 Chevy S-10
4x4
One owner, $1,100
1990 Lazer Turbo
All Options, $1,500

Offend
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Finished.
&
Installed
Workmanship.
Quality
Rates.
Affordable
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.

Both vehicles
can be seen at

606 Sycamore
Corner of 7th St.

ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Remodeling, Repairs,
Painting, Decks
No lob too small
437-3192

Services

"We

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Seruce

Specialize in Cleaning"

•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

1-800-909-9064

Phone (270)759-

David Borders

HOME IMPIFILCON/rIEMIEWIrS
David's Home Improvement

S.

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

S.

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate

Cement Boards
Grouts I Mortars

Flooring

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

A_
Need Furniture? Bedding?

A

Lamb Brother's

Wiggins Furniture

Cross Country Or Local

Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today
Api645x
CA

&FL

C

Ton, pawn,
F•:,
•

Rwi.641•11/2,41aseilia
Kinnt's
Toe Ufa Rd.
753-7728 Mumrys15C0
1,1
.
0-1011
yards
1 1c1HVO •000M08V11•lANIA • 3111 diA/09• 1111 31VilVt:130

PAINTERS
AL

Interior & Decorative Painting

Rainbow

Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

759-1552

Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Why

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

'
ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
•••

.• •

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL1 INC
12-14 State Route 121 North

yloarkao siaffdad

e

1
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD ."71T1
LIE

We Service AllBrands
Certified

TVA Heat Pump Contractor License ilM02182

270-759-2288

‘.1

GUARANTEE ON MA ER1AL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.'.'!

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
Call Us

270-759-1953
Arshihalt Doctor
SEAL. COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
Ronnie Geurin
Owner

With 21 Years txperience In
The Asphalt Industry

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home
Improvement Guide Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

)ins

More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Instruction
• Stenciling • Faux Finishes • Free Estimates

Protect your
sun, oxidation, water penetration,
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself!

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

WE DO!Over 34 Years

ASPIRE!'NEEDS HEIN!)
(YOUasphalt
from gas, oil.

Licensed & Insured

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 ..Sat. 9-4

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

A

-Moving-

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Plus...all other home improvements.

SERVICES OFFERED

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

*Install moisture barriers

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
firs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.* Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

CARPET
HIE SMITH
641 N.•
U.S. Hwy.

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
Anstall braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft

Serving The Area For 27 Years

$For Sate

2BR, 1 bath. Brick. 2 ca
garage Deck. pool. 2 out
acre
1
buildings.
Coldwater area. $62,000
489-6182.
3BR, 1 bath. Dining room,
living room, utility. 1300sq
ft. Under roof. Carport,
storage building Freezer,
fridge, stove, microwave,
w/d. $62.000 474-8544.
3BR. 2 bath Brick home on
nice lot 1500sq ft living
space plus 1 car garage
$79,000 Call 753-3903
after 4p m.

1989 VOLVO 740 turbo.
Silver, black leather interior. Fully equipped. 1
owner. Well maintained
with records. 753-6040.
1990 NISSAN Maxima
Great condition 489-2544,
leave message
1991 CADILLAC Sedan
Seville. 4dr, extra clean.
56,xxx miles. $65000
753-0792.

for houses,
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Lots For Sale

460
Homes For Sale

1954 PLYMOUTH Plaza
and 1977 Ford Maverick,
both dm/able Need body
work Call 270-247-3583,
leave message
Aries
DODGE
1985
Wagon Runs, best offer
759-4257
1985 TOYOTA Corolla
68,xxx miles Front end
damage $700 obo Call
753-6098
1988 HONDA Accord LXI
$1800 obo 270-354-9969

David's Cleaning
Roofing
Metal
barns & sheds. Metal

Tree Trimming

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Remora?

440

OUTDOORSMAN'S
DREAM
195 acres. fields, woods,
timber, hunting, privacy.
.3 mile road frontage Osborne Rd. to Blood
River Bottom.
753-8866.

SW Cora

1979 CHEVY Silverado
1/2 ton, tan, new rebuilt
350 motor, many new
parts Directional wheels,
like new tires $2000 obo
492-6322
1998 SILVERADO 3/4 ton.
Soo
Ext. cab. 4x4, like new.
1993 DODGE Caravan 16,xxx miles. $21,500.
Short wheel base Green firm. 753-0792.
with rack Good condition
753-0779
Boats & Motors
1995 DODGE Caravan
One owner, good condi
'97 Tigershark Daytona
lion Low mileage Call
770, low hours, garage
753-2905
759-5238 or
kept, serviced regularly,
fast, like new Call 4365469

2000 FORD Taurus SE
New body style Loaded
V-6, 27,xxx miles Hunter
Green $14,900
270-247-5265

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS.
EXTERIOR
TREE
ROOFER
CLEANING
SERVICES

Livestock & Supplies

LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487
1-888-673-0040

Grand
JEEP
1995
Cherokee Laredo Loaded,
$10,500 obo 753-6885

HOME IMPROVEMENT

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

HORSE hay- Bean/ Millet,
cut as weather permits.
$2.00 bale in field. HazelPuryear area. on East
State Line Rd. 901-2475815 to make appointment
to pick up and how much.

TWO Story Brick 3br, 3
bath. 2 acres. West
Country Call 435-4214.

Global Mortgage Link

.14:MDWIINZIK•vAmcgmmivo
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2x2 - $205
1001 Whitnell
Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

2x4 - $410

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
v•=go

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Offered

Mired

ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions
remodeling
Rotten Moors, sagging
roots Home & Mobile
repair
vinyl
siding.
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372 753-0353
ANTENNAS
Including
RVs. TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
•Parking lots
*Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways hauling foundations etc 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
Dick* Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838.
GUTTERS:
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors.
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting, plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, shower
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country doors, brick & block work.
No job too small! 753or local. Licensed &
7416.
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
1-877-902-5262.
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we paint
Cecil McLeod's
houses. Phone:
Lawnmower Repair.
436-5759 or 753-2388.
753-9814.

Somme Mired
CONCRETE Finishing
•Dnveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates.
753-5484.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs*
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

Jones wins John Carew
Memorial Scholarship
Beau Jones is a winner of the
$3000 John Carew Memorial Scholarship awarded by BPFI Scholarships & Research, an international charitable organization funding
research and scholarships for the
commercial horticulture industry.
This year, BPFI more than doubled its previous record scholarship total, contributing $75,500 in
scholarships to 40 students.
Jones, a Calloway County High
School graduate, is a graduate of
the University of Puerto Rico as
an exchange student. He is now
attending University of Arizona
where he will study several different forms in intensive agriculture including "commercial hydro-

ponics."
Jones plans to complete his Ph.D.
program in plant sciences and eventually establish his own business
producing plugs, bedding plants
and foliage plants.
He has had two summer internships at Walt Disney World, worked
in Holland as a horticulture grant
recipient and spent the summer of
2000 at two seed breeding greenhouses in Mexico operated by the
Seminis Seed Company.
For further information about
BPFI and applications for both
scholarships and research grants,
visit the BPFI Scholarships &
Research web site at www.bpfi.org.
or contact BPFI at 517-333-4617.
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CCHS Standards Project 2005
gives students'full volt' of learning
(-acuity and staff at Calloway
County were encouraged to give
their students the "full volt" on
learning h). Standards Project 2005
consultant, Dr. John Wessels, at
their first day of professional development.
Teachers meet in the high school
cafeteria to begin the third year
of implementing the Standards Project 2005 program designed to
train teachers to teach to different
learning styles and to expect excellence from all their students.
The three-hour workshop trained
teachers on how to adjust their
caching techniques to reach all

types of learners and to make sure
that their lesson plans reflect Kentucky's standards.
Wessels stressed problem solving and performance assessment
as a "must to prepare kids for
today's jobs."
Using his own children as examples, he demonstrated how children can have different learning
styles and gave several examples
of teaching scenarios that would
challenge the different students that
are in all classrooms.
teachers
Wessels reminded
"knowledge is not enough." Stu-

dents will "be applying the knowledge you give them."
He then discussed designing
rubrics, which are charts used for
both explaining expectations and
evaluating assignments.
Teachers then went to their media
centers where the school technology coordinators instructed them
on RUBRICMAKER, a software
package designed by Tenn Sigma
to make rubrics.
Students will be able to have
a clear understanding of what is
expected of them by following the
rubrics that the teachers have made.

JOHN WESSELS

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Aug. 16,2000:
Examine your long-term goals carefully.
You often become frustrated and say
words you later wish you hadn't. You
gain through others and through working
with individuals' foibles. As your understanding wins friends, your judgments
distance others. If you are single, revise
your image to draw more of what you
want. Unfortunately, others judge people
from the outside at first. Plunging into
relationships will not work. Go for the
full courtship, and love will bloom. If
attached, the two of you might often disagree. Agree to disagree, but continue to
be loving with each other. Give up blackand-white thinking. PISCES understands
you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positi ve;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Pressure builds. Take a risk and
venture out of present thinking. Wild
ideas come from left field. Don't sit on
plans. Take action. Success only happens
if you are willing to try. A co-worker
appreciates what is happening and lets
you know. Tonight: Take a break.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Aim for what you want. A
disruption serves the purpose of helping
you see where change is needed. A stubborn pattern could block your path. Stay
centered as ideas fly. Curb sharp words.
What appears to be an excellent idea
needs to be tested. Tonight: Let go of
work and enjoy a partner.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** All eyes turn to you. You could
easily become frustrated with a boss or
co-worker. Stay centered as you receive a
glut of information. You will be able to

digest all that is coming down. Reach out
for trusted associates. They have a totally different view. Tonight: Work late.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** You're challenged by news
and a financial development. Get past
present thinking. You know you don't
have all the answers. Seek out another's
help, especially with work. You could be
surprised by another's perspective.
Teamwork guarantees success. Tonight:
Rent a movie on the way home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could be spewing out
information without thinking. Evaluate
what is happening with a partner. By
walking in another's shoes and tapping
into your creativity, you find answers.
Indulge a partner, associate or loved one
who helps you out. Tonight: Make nice.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Others clearly hold the cards. You
might not like information that is forthcoming. Understand another better by
exploring his sensitivities. Express insecurities and how your feelings can be
hurt. Another makes overtures. Do the
peacemaking dance. Tonight: Accept an
invitation.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Focus on your performance at
work. Listen to others, even though you
might find their words difficult. Get past
anger or hurt feelings and concentrate on

Bill BIrkbon

the job at hand. Fncnds knock on your
door. Children and loved ones also need
your attention. Tonight: Indulge a loved
one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Call upon your creativity to
answer a money issue. A risk looming
ahead is probably a bad bet. A boss
proves to be verbal, yet erratic.
Understand how much you flex or need
to flex for others. Network. A meeting
produces enviable results. Tonight: Treat
another as you would like to be treated.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You easily sense another's pressure, but you need to make your own
decisions. Let another know that you
hear him loud and clear. Ideas fly, and
sarcasm could blossom in this hot atmosphere. Seek out answers. Use traditional
means of exploring options. Tonight: Let
another indulge you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Speak your mind in a manner
that another can hear. Sometimes you
become tense and reactive. Let go of that
behavior today. By expressing ideas and
brainstorming with a partner, you discover alternatives. Take another's lead. A
call brings good news. Tonight:
Munchies at a favorite spot.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Experiment with new ideas.
Determine limits with associates. Ask

er to

BRANDON
Murray, KY

Jan Suter

General
Bridgestone,
Firestone &
Summit

(800)455-5315

Goins to the
hospital?
We hope everything goes
perfectly. Nobody likes
surprises in the hospital. And
when you go home, you
won't want any surprises
there, either
So just say,

Exchange your C-Band
or PRIMESTAR,Bill for a

FREE*
DISH 500
SATELLITE SYSTEM
PLUS FREE BASIC
PROFESSIONAL
L
iii4
— 11111 INSTALLATION AND
6100
DISH 500 Satellite TV System
PROGRAMMING REBATE
fmsRpS199)

BORN TODAY
Singer Madonna (1958), talk-show host
Kathie Lee Gifford (1953), football legend Frank Gifford (1930)

(270) 753-5315

Exchange

"Holland
Medical',"

S39.99/Month

$39 991Month

WORLD

questions and explore options. Another
could be as frustrated as you are with a
money problem. How can you help each
other? A friend comes through for you.
Express your gratitude. Tonight: Treat a
friend to dinner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You stir up more activity than
you might intend. Another takes a hard
look at your job performance. What initially seems like bad news reverses itself.
Don't let anxiety interfere with positive
suggestions. Take a suggestion. Another
appreciates you and lets you know.
Tonight: Whatever makes you smile.

Call Us!

Hwy.121
Bypass

PrimeStar & C-Band

When you need home hospital equipment,

like beds or wheelchairs, or breathing aids
like nebulizers or oxygen...

man/

just say, "Holland:

DISH 500 Satellite TV System
(MSRP $199)

MURRAY

*Free system and free installation when you commit
to 1 year of America's Top 40,America's 100 CD,
America's 150 or DISH Latine Programming Package
IS100 programming rebate with prepaid annual subscription]

BEASLEY ANTENNA
& SATELLITE
1801 Bell Ave.•Paris
642-4077
1-877-726-4077
500 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY
270-759-0901
1-877-455-0901
Accepting All Major Credit Cards
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ET

-fi

3
VV 0

R K

More Channels...More Choices."'

120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray• KY 42071
270.7531465
Toll Free: 800.2274125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223.4947

skilled pharmacists, technicians, therapists
and claims specialists.
Don't be surprised.
Just say,

"Holland:

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Accredited by the
Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of
Healthcare
Organizations

www.dishnetwork.com
Offer ends 10/11/00. All prices, packages and programming subject to change without notice. Local and state sales tax may apply. All
DISH Network programming, and any other cervices provided. are subject to the terms and conditions of the Residential Cuqomcr
Agreement, which is available upon request. Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming availability, and
for all offers. See your DISH Network retailer DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network Website at www.dishnetwork con:
for complete details and restrictions All service marks and trademarks belong to their prospective owners

You'll get the finest equipment backed by

11111111111'

Holland Medical Equipment
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

Road.
Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: I'm sure youll get one-piece. It is the type worn by
Tony Jones, a 1968 graduate of
Published is a picture of fire
a lot of mail about the letter from almost all girls who take part in
competition or instruc- fighters from Calloway County
County High School and
swimming
Calloway
sexual
of
accused
was
who
man
the
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is a neurotion. The "problem" was not the suit Fire-Rescue preparing to douse a son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jones,
commented
he
after
harassment
foot?
ma on the
— it was that she was cold. Even
that the bathing suit his child's
has volunteered for the U.S. Army.
flames at Lee Marina on
DEAR READER. A neuroma is a
was wearing had become though the dad distorted the facts, boat in
instructor
He will leave for duty Sept. 12.
was
photo
of
The
nerve
benign growth, composed
he still didn't get the verification he Highway 94 East.
transparent.
Births reported include a boy to
cells and fibers, that forms on a nerve,
Fazi.
Kris
Photographer
Staff
inapby
were
I agree the father should have was seeking. His actions
and Mrs. Eddie Workman and
any nerve, most commonly the
Mr.
Fifteen boys and girls from Caldiscussed the transparent suit with propriate and humiliating to the
acoustic nerve (in the ear) or nerves
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stall'.
pay
boy
a
should
he
future,
the
In
girl.
guidfor
his wife or another woman
loway and Marshall Counties spent
in the feet (Morton's neuroma). No
ance. You are right; the woman attention to his daughter instead of a free week of camping at Camp Aug. 10.
one knows what causes these lumps
would have nipped the "problem" the instructor. Thank you.
Forty years ago
Paradise Valley, operated by The
to appear; however, they often grow at
PROUD UNCLE IN WISCONSIN
immediately. However, as a former
More winners of the events ot
Hollow
Dale
on
Army
Salvation
the sites of previous nerve injury.
water safety instructor for the
County Jaycee
Murray-Calloway
As neuromas enlarge, they exert
DEAR PROUD UNCLE: Lake at Burkesville.
American Red Cross, and a former
of KirkHughes
include
Max
Fair
to
boy
a
pressure on the nerves to which they
include
reported
Births
you.
Park
Thank
pool manager at the Piedmont
and
Tractor
Driving
Contest,
sey,
malfuncresulting
attached,
with
are
David and Tracy Kleyer, Aug. 3; a
Pool for several years (1983-86), I
*
tion. For instance, acoustic neuromas
first,
and
Joe
Cecelia
Wallace,
comment.
Price,
Gainey
to
need
and
feel the
boy to Meike
lead to deafness, facial numbness, disDEAR ABBY: My husband's late Aug. 12.
Overby, second, in Twirling ConCertified swimming instructors
turbances in balance and tinnitus. In
take their jobs seriously. If they do wife died of pancreatic cancer in
test.
Twenty years ago
contrast, Morton's neuromas cause
not, they should be dismissed. Their 1987. We were married in 1989 and
Bobby Zane Workman, son of
of
chairman
Dr. Martha Erwin,
pain, numbness and tingling in the
job is to teach water safety to chil- have enjoyed a wonderful life except
and Mrs. John Workman of
Mr.
Murat
nursing
of
department
affected toes.
dren, adolescents and adults. for one thing: He carries two pic- the
apbeen
has
was one of 90 science
University,
Murray,
State
ray
wallet.
his
in
her
of
young
tures
a
at
Neuromas can occur in various
learn
men
Women and
teachers selected from 13 states to
It's been gnawing at me. Should pointed to the 32-member Purchase
parts of the body. They are diagnosed
age which colors become transparby the various symptoms they proattend an eight-week National Scient due to contact with water; it is I just ignore it as I have for the past Subarea Health Council for a threeduce. Sometimes, special tests, such
safe to say that light-colored suits 11 years, or ask him to remove the year term to begin Sept. 12. She
ence Foundation Summer Science
as CT scans, are required for diagno(white, tan and yellow) are inappro- pictures? I will do as you advise.
Institute completed at Murray State
vacancy of R.L. Cooper
JUST JULIE IN CALIFORNIA will fill the
sis. Depending on the location of the
priate for lifeguards or swimming
for the pat six
served
had
who
College.
growths, medical therapy — such as
instructors.
Sure, millions of responsible adults
Fifty years ago
DEAR JUST JULIE: Without years. Other council members from
cortisone injections — may relieve
All of that said, I blame the parwine
of
glass
a
or
cocktail
a
enjoy
A steady deluge of rain threatsociety always blames anger or criticism, share your Calloway County are Ray Dunn,
symptoms for weeks. In cases that
(today's
ents
it
fact,
In
harmless.
is
This
day.
every
HousHal
He
husband.
Dr.
and
your
with
to stop the crowds at the
Beaman
17feelings
Harold
ened
their
or
—
don't respond to this treatment
the parents) for allowing
is an enjoyable activity that is statisti- year-old daughter to wear a trans- may not have any idea how you ton.
where the neuroma cannot be injected
and Farm Electrical ExposiHome
truly
of the
(such as the ear) — surgery is neces- cally associated with longevity;
suit while teaching. Second, feel. Tell him you respect his
winner
was
parent
Sullivan
Lynn
at the Murray City Park.
today
tion
moderate drinkers have been report- I blame her employer for not provid- paying tribute to his deceased
sary to remove the growth and allow
12th annual Shriners Golf TournaThe show will be open each afteris
this
for
reason
The
longer.
live
to
ed
the compressed nerve to recover.
ing guidance — a dress code — as to wife by carrying her photos, but ment played at Murray Country
noon and evening this week. It is
unknown.
what is acceptable swimwear. that it would delight you to
As a general rule, Morton's neuroClub.
being sponsored by Murray Electric
picalso
is
carrying
ma responds to cortisone injections
If your doctor has suggested a glass Young women on my staff knew to know he
Delbert M. Doty
Mrs.
and
Dr.
West Kentucky Rural
System,
you.
of
suits
tures
The
suits.
ed
dark-color
wear
that
remember
But
fine.
and orthotic appliances worn in the
day,
a
of wine
17.
Aug.
years
50
married
be
will
at
and local aphigh
cut
Cooperative,
not
functional,
Electric
shoes. Surgery is rarely required and, our concept of moderation has been had to be
Thirty years ago
dealers.
pliance
when needed, is almost always sucturned upside down: Less is better. the legs or low at the chest. The
Abby shares her favorite recipes in
The Myrray City Council apGerald Dent, official of Murray
Moderation really means light drink- uniform code helped to prevent dis- two booklets: "Abby's Favorite Recipes"
cessful. A podiatrist or orthopedic surit.
of
lack
or
—
dress
to
due
To
traction
Recipes."
Favorite
I
More
Kenthe
information,
urging
related
"Abby's
you
and
give
To
resolution
a
ing.
proved
Company, spoke
Manufacturing
geon can advise you.
a business-size, selfam sending you a copy of my Health This would have saved the well- order, send
conto
Department
Highway
tucky
of Labor Re"Development
about
money
or
DEAR DR. GOTT: You have repeatcheck
addressed envelope, plus
Report "Understanding Heart meaning parent, who happened to order
for $3.95 per booklet ($4.50 each in struct a four-lane highway from
Murray Roof
meeting
a
at
edly stated that alcohol is bad for a
lations"
Disease." Other readers who would be male, embarrassment.
Canada( to: Dear Abby Booklets, P.O. Box
Murray Benton along an ada
person to drink, yet I've read that
at the Murray Woman's
Club
tary
Find
father:
the
to
advice
61054-0447.
My
IL
Morris,
Mount
447.
long,
a
plus
$2
send
should
copy
like a
moderate drinkers live longer than
known as Corridor Four, which lies
Club House. He was introduced by
self-addressed stamped envelope to another instructor for your daugh- (Postage is included in price.1
non-drinkers. I'm 70 and my doctor
west of the present Murray-Benton
ter and another aquatic facility with
Harry Fenton.
Station,
Hill
Murray
2017,
Box
P.O.
has suggested that I have a glass of
a swimming program where safety
mento
sure
Be
10156.
NY
York,
New
alcohol
wine with dinner. Isn't a little
is the No. 1 job description.
I TODAY IN HISTORY
tion the title.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
beneficial?
LAURA E. DeMARS,ATLANTA
is
DEAR READER: Some drinking
By The Associated Press
not harmful for most people. One
DEAR LAURA: You have
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 15, the
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
drink, however, is poison to an alcowritten a sensible letter — and
228th day of 2000. There are 138
holic. And heavy consumption is hazbelieve me, I received fire and
GOTT
DR.
If West now returned a spade or a days left in the year.
ardous to anybody. Therefore, this
brimstone from readers who South dealer.
Today's Highlight in History:
our
in
others
diamond, you'd have nine ironclad
sides
vulnerable.
Both
issue — like so many
thought my answer was sexist
Aug. 15, 1945, was proclaimed
he
tricks.
though,
NORTH
Unfortunately,
for not taking the young woman
PETER
a
leaving
you
with
+53
club,
returns
V.1 Day by the Allies, a day after
to task. However, one letter in
eight
tricks.
2
just
4
6
agreed to surrender uncondi8
Japan
on:
Read
GOTT, M.D.
particular did not.
•A K 4
To make the contract, you tionally.
need to score four diamond tricks,
+K 8 5 2
DEAR ABBY: I would like you to
In 1769, Napoleon Bonaparte
EAST
but you can't be sure of getting was born on the island of Corsica.
WEST
know that the young swimming
them by simply playing the A-K-Q,
+ 10 8
+ KJ 9 7 6 2
instructor was not wearing a transIn 1935, humorist Will Rogers
V7
KQJ953 since the jack might not fall.
parent suit, but rather a Speedo
and aviator Wiley Post were killed
•J 9 6 3
However, there's no need to
+85
their airplane crashed near
467
tackle the diamonds yet, so first when
+A964
Alaska.
c NI I
Barrow,
IC)A 1
Point
you cash your three club tricks and
SOUTH
MGM musical "The
the
1939,
In
comes
ace
the
hearts.
Now
the
of
•AQ4
Et1_01\11:11E.
A-K and another diamond, and Wizard of Oz" premiered at the
A10
• 1072Q
when East produces the nine, you Grauman's Chinese Theater in HolGETTING MY
REWIZTING ESLOASTEADS 2—
have reached the critical point of lywood.
103
J
4Q
REVENGE
wORK...LOTS OP TIME/ \
Ten years ago: In an attempt to
West
North East the play.
South
PRICELESS'
2V
Should you finesse the ten of gain support against the U.S.-led
1+
2+
14
3 NT
diamonds,hoping East hasthejack, coalition in the Persian Gulf, Iraqi
Pass
2 NT
or should you go up with the queen, President Saddam Hussein offered
Opening lead — seven of hearts.
hoping West has the jack? You are to make peace with longtime enAssume you're in three home safe and sound if you guess emy Iran.
notrump and West leads a heart. right, but how can you tell which is
Five years ago: The Justice DeYou can't very well afford to win the winning play?
partment agreed to pay $3.1 million
The answer is that you can guar- to white separatist Randy Weaver
East'sjack,since West might have
antee the contract by playing the
another heart, so you duck.
and his family to settle their claims
East now shifts to the ten of ten. If the ten wins, you have nine
the killing of Weaver's wife
over
spades. There's nothing to be tricks, and lithe ten loses, you also
son
and
during a 1992 siege by fedgained by taking the finesse,since have nine tricks! In the latter case,
West is marked by the bidding and since West cannot have any more eral agents at Ruby Ridge, Idaho.
CACTI-IV
play with the K-J ofspades.So you hearts, diamonds or clubs after he Pioneering TV journalist and
TO COME BACK TO
SCUM IN THE BATHROOM.
PILES Of THINGS I
go up with the ace in order to takes the jack of diamonds, he Timex watch pitchman John CamWORK RELAXED AFTER,
ANTS IN THE KITCHEN.
DIDN'T 00 BEFORE I LEFT.
would have to concede a trick to eron Swayze died in Sarasota, Fla.,
retain the guarded queen.
VACATiON, PEOPLE SHOULD
DUST EVERYWHERE.
PILES OF THINGS THAT
You then play the queen of your queen of spades and thereby at age 89.
GO DIRECTL4 FROm THE
STACKED UP TO 00 WHILE
clubs, taken by West with the ace. hand you the contract.
One year ago: President Clinton
AIRPCART TO THE OFFICE.
I WAS GONE.
his family went house hunting
and
•
Tomorrow: Hidden asset.
•
f .11
in Westchester County, N.Y.(They
later settled on a house in Chappaqua.) Tiger Woods won the PGA
Championship, becoming the
CROSSWORDS
V114111010
youngest player to win two majors
manner
ACROSS
1
11274
3.
.
since
Seve Ballesteros.
38 — longg
r•-•
Nov'
Answer to Previous Puzzle
II
40 Brother of
P
1 Folklore
complex modern world — is one of
moderation. But what is moderation?
A few years ago, when I was a child,
businessmen traditionally enjoyed
what was called the "two-martini
lunch"; this was followed, in the
evening, by a round or two of cocktails
at home, wine with dinner and, perhaps, a nightcap. This was considered
to be MODERATE social drinking!
We now know that this amount of
alcohol, consumed for years, is
unquestionably unhealthy for both
men and women, and will lead to cirrhosis (liver scarring), "wet brain"
(mental changes, such as memory
loss) and premature heart disease —
yet this astronomical amount was
considered to be "moderate," average
and acceptable by people in my parents' generation.
Modern research has conclusively
demonstrated that more than 4
ounces — less for women — of 80
proof spirits (or the equivalent in wine
or beer) a day is about all a person
can tolerate without risking serious
health problems.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

The Luxury Finesse

READ THE
TODAY
PAGES!
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Jacob
42 Genus of
cattle
43 Relating to
the eye
45 Powerful
explosive
(abbr )
46 Derived from
47 Changed
49 Agave plant
50 Seaport in
Italy
52 Glossy paint
54 Muse of
poetry
55 Barter

creature
6 Dog's
restrainer
11 Four scare
13 Sudden

ALL HE THiNKS
ABouT 1$ MIDOEL
SAILwAyst

ITS INcREDBLE,
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STORE.
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attack
14 Apiece
(abbr )
15 Pacific
islands
17 Teutonic
deity
18 Sgt
20 Rabbits
21 Day before
holiday

22 Verdi opera
24 Fish eggs
25 Fruit drinks
26 Ms Dunn
28 Bad acts

3

30
32
33
35
37

2

1

DOWN

3

4

acid
6 Daily Planet
reporter
7 Time period
8 Nea
9 Stra ners

1 A Davis
2 Vitamin
3 King of
Bashan
4 Electrical unit
5 Engrave with

Relax
Rice wine
Waterlogged
Twist about
In this
2
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PARER
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,5

6

7

8

9

i
MY
URSUELL A NELSON
FIRST GIRLFRIEND

WE HAD SOME
WILD TIMES

-40

I AT NIGHT WE'D SNEAK OUT
TO THE BARN AND DRINK
UNPASTEURIZED MILK:
ANOTHER

PIECE OF
THE PUZZLE

11

,

14

i

18

I

12
.

23

a•

ill

30 1 III

II

31
34

33

.

,rfo, DAv°5 815
43

PEANUTS

Rats,

56
54

40

1

MI al

47

iF

concerning a lost love.

ii

di

19

26

A few thoughts

17

16

15

22

13

51

52

id

55

•

10 Start of a
toast
12 12 months
13 Scoffs
16 "Pretty Maids
All in — -19 Fragrant
21 Most nervous
23 Regions
25 Joint
27 Inquire
29 Western
hemisphere
assn
31 Entices
33 Ram's horn
34 Tropical fruit
36 Needed
37 Cut of beef
(hyph )
39 Lease
41 Useful
43 Butter
substitute
44 Penny
47 In music, high
48 Women's
patriotic soc
51 Philadelphia's
locale, for
short
53 Parent
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at Auto
Insurance

Astros rout Pirates 16-2;
Cubs beat Cardinals 7-3

By The Associated Press
The Houston Astros haven't
played like the worst team in the
Van Haverstock
majors the last two games.
Moises Alou hit two homers
MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
WILD CARD GLANCE
A merica n League
American League
for the second straight game as
BATTING-Garciaparra, Boston. 381; CDelW
L Pct. GB
Houston, which has scored 30 runs
Oakland
gado, Toronto, .362, Erstad, Anaheim, _356:
63
54
538
in two games, had 19 hits for the
IRodriguez, Texas, .347, ARodriguez, SeatCleveland
54
530
61
tle, 343: EMartinez. Seattle, 341
Boston
1 1/2
526
60
54
second straight day in a 16-2 vicAnaheim
HOME RUNS-Thomas, Chicago. 35, Glaus.
57 .517
2 1/2
61
tory over the Pittsburgh Pirates
Anaheim, 34; TBatista, Toronto. 34; CDelToronto
59 .508
3 1/2
61
on
Monday night.
Sunday's Games
gado. Toronto, 34; live are tied with 30.
Tony Eusebio and Tim Bogar
Toronto 13, Minnesota 3
RBI-EMartinez, Seattle, 113: CDelgado,
Toronto, 106, BeWilliams, New York, 106,
Detroit 5, Oakland 3
each went 4-for-5, both tying career
Thomas, Chicago, 103; JaGiambi, Oakland,
Cleveland 10, Seattle 4
highs for hits.
N.Y. Yankees 4. Anaheim 1
101, MJSweeney, Kansas City, 100.
Alou, who homered twice SunPITCHING (14 Decisions)-DWells, ToronBoston 4, Texas 2
to, 17-4, 4.14; Hudson, Oakland, 13-4, 479.
Monday's Games
day in a 14-7 win at PhiladelBaldwin, Chicago, 13-4, 4 15, PMartinez,
Boston 7, Tampa Bay 3
phia, went 3-for-3 and tied a career
Oakland 8, Cleveland 1
Boston, 13-4, 1.59.
high with five RBIs. He had his
National League
National League
third multihomer game of the seaBATTING-Helton, Colorado, .394, HamW
L Pct. GB
monds, Colorado, .360; LCastillo, Florida,
New York
48 .590
69
son and 16th of his career, rais65
4 1/2
351; VGuerrero, Montreal, .350; Piazza,
Arizona
53 .551
ing his home run total to 22.
New York, .349, Vidro, Montreal, _340.
9
Los Angeles
57 .513
60
In other NL games, it was San
Cincinnati
HOME
RUNS-SSosa, Chicago, 37,
58 .504 10
59
Sheffield, Los Angeles, 37: Gnttey Jr, Cincin10
Colorado
58 .504
59
Francisco Ii, New York 1; Colnati, 34; Bonds, San Francisco, 34; BagSunday's Games
orado 4, Montreal 3; Atlanta 9,
well, Houston, 33; Edmonds, St. Louis, 32,
N.Y. Mets 2, San Francisco 0
San Diego 2; Milwaukee 4, CincinPiazza, New York, 31.
Los Angeles 7, Atlanta 2
nati 3; Chicago 7,St. Louis 3; FloriRBI-SSosa, Chicago, 106; Kent, San FranArizona 7, Pittsburgh 6
cisco, 102; Helton, Colorado, 101; Griffey
Cincinnati 3, Chicago Cubs 0
da 11, Los Angeles 2; and AriJr, Cincinnati, 100.
Monday's Games
zona 4,Philadelphia 3 in 11 innings.
PITCHING (14 Decisions)-RWohnson, AriColorado 4, Montreal 3
Bogar failed to make a diffiSan Francisco 11, N.Y. Mets 1
zona, 15-4, 2.22; Estes, San Francisco, 11Florida 11, Los Angeles 2
3, 3.77; Elarton. Houston, 12-4, 4.68; ALeitcult play in the seventh inning
Arizona 4, Philadelphia 3, 11 innings
el', New York, 13-5, 3.11; Glavine, Atlanta,
that would have kept Chris Holt's
15-6, 3.76; Lieber, Chicago, 11-5, 3.85.
Milwaukee 4. Cincinnati 3
no-hitter going.
"We just got whipped," Pittsburgh's Brian Giles said. "They
jumped on us early and Holt really turned it around from earlier
at our place (a 10-1 loss to the
Tiger football season tickets now available Pirates). He really had his changePrevious season ticket holders can pick up their 2000 Murray High School
up going, his sinker and he moved
football season tickets today through Thursday between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
his fastball really good."
at the high school. Season tickets will also be available for sale at MHS durHolt(5-12) finished with a fiveing those hours.
hitter, walking four and striking
out five. He is 2-1 with a 1.11
Notice
ERA in seven career appearances
Individuals who have submitted photographs to The Murray Ledger & Times
sports department may retrieve those photos at the Ledger office on 1001
against Pittsburgh.
Whitnell Ave. Contact the Ledger sports department at 753-1916 ext. 23 for
"Jeff Bagwell says that hitters
further assistance.
come down to first base and ask
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

SPORTS BRIEFS

CHEERS.. The 2000 Murray High School varsity cheerleading team returned from Western Kentucky University's NCA Cheerleading Camp with seven superior ribbons, the
jump and motion awards and a bid to the National Cheerleading Competition. The
squad was also awarded a spirit stick each day of the camp, and Megan Black, Meghan
King, Lauren Peal and Allyson Zimmerman were named All-American Cheerleaders.
Team members are (first row, from left) King, Mallory Cathey, Zimmerman, (second row)
Kelli Voorhies, Black, Ashley Futrell, Carla Kingins, Amberly Futrell, Brittany Overby,
(third row) Charlsie Young, Leslie Schwettman, Laura Lee Hoover, coach Jill Herndon,
Peal and Kaylee Ligon.

DOUBLE-WHAMMY...Moises Alou homered twice for the second straight game as the Houston Astros pounded the
Pittsburgh Pirates 16-2 Monday at Enron Field.
him, 'How does this guy lose so control sometimes or we don't
many games with the stuff he score runs behind him or we don't
has?" manager Larry Dierker said. field well some games."
"It's that he doesn't have good
Jose Silva (7-7) lost his third

straight decision, giving up nine
runs, nine hits and three walks in
2 2-3 innings. Pittsburgh has lost
six of eight and 10 of 13.
Braves 9, Padres 2
At Atlanta, Tom Glavine (156)allowed five hits in seven innings
and struck out six to win for the
eighth time in nine decisions.
Andres Galarraga hit a two-run
double in the fifth and Javy Lopez
added a three-run homer as Atlanta
stopped San Diego's four-game
winning streak.
Jay Witasick (0-1) gave up seven
runs, eight hits and five walks in
5 1-3 innings.
Cubs 7, Cardinals 3
Sammy Sosa hit his 37th homer
to tie Gary Sheffield for the major
league lead, and Chicago broke a
25-inning scoreless streak at
Wrigley Field.
Jon Lieber (11-5) won his sixth
straight decision and matched his
career high for victories, allowing
three runs and eight hits in six
innings. He hasn't lost in 10 starts
since June 23.
Andy Benes(10-7), winless since
July 13, allowed five runs and six
hits in five innings.
Marlins 11, Dodgers 2
Kevin Brown (10-5), pitching
in Miami against the team he
helped win the 1997 World Series,
made his earliest exit in five years,
giving up nine runs - five earned
- and seven hits in 1 1-3 innings.
Henry Rodriguez drove in four
runs with two doubles and a 451foot solo homer.

Woods, field prepare
for PGA at Valhalla
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Mike Weir got a close
look at Tigermania a year ago at the PGA Championship.
He doesn't talk as if he'd mind being in the
same spot again.
The Canadian lefty shared the lead with Tiger
Woods heading into the final round of the 1999
PGA at Medinah Country Club. But a closing 80
dropped him all the way to a 10th-place tie and far
away from Woods' stretch-run victory over Sergio
Garcia.
With Woods streaking to lopsided wins at the
U.S. and British Opens, most of the attention this
week at the PGA at Valhalla Golf Club seems to
center on Woods' bid for his fourth win in the last
five majors.
"Obviously, the talk's going to be about him
going for a third major in one year. That's to be
expected," Weir said before stepping on the practice putting green.
A columnist in the Louisville newspaper declared
Monday that Woods would win by four shots. Golf
Digest said, "We're betting on Tiger."
That's what riles Weir and many other players
- the contention by media and fans that all Woods
has to do is remain upright and breathing for four
days to whip his overmatched peers.
"That's one person's opinion, one writer's opinion," Weir said. "He's entitled to that. But I'm sure
most of the players out here feel they have a chance
to win. If they didn't, it wouldn't be a tournament."
Hal Sutton gave a heavy sigh when asked yet
again about Woods' domination in the 00ens.
"You know what?" Sutton said with a sideways
glance. "He played great in the U.S. Open and the
British Open. But this is the PGA."
The field includes 91 of the top 100 players in
the world rankings, including many of the usual
suspects: Ernie Els, David Duval, Phil Mickelson,
Sutton, Colin Montgomerie, Vijay Singh and Davis
Love HI.
All have Tiger - and, almost coincidentally, the

1

Wannamaker Trophy - in their sights.
Despite what many see as a gaping chasm between
Woods and the best of the rest, his domination has
raised the bar for everyone.
"I think Tiger's presence has really fired up some
guys to really play better," veteran Loren Roberts
said. He cited Els and Mickelson as examples of
players who have accepted the challenge of improving to compete with Woods.
"I think that's a good thing. That's spurring a lot
of guys on. 1 don't think it's caused any player to
back off or to wilt or anything like that," Roberts
said.
The Jack Nicklaus-designed Valhalla course is
playing host to its second PGA Championship in
four years. Mark Brooks birdied the first playoff
hole to eliminate Kentucky-born favorite Kenny
Perry.
That was Brooks' first and only major victory and also the last time he won a tournament of any
kind.
Few expect such an upset to happen this time.
Woods has finished in the top 10 in his last six
starts in the majors and nine of the last II.
So it's little wonder that everyone considers this
to be Woods' tournament to win or lose.
"The media's probably already given it to him,"
Steve Lowery said. "But these guys are a lot better than everybody realizes. Tiger's a great player,
but there's a lot of other great players."
Maybe so, but none of them are shooting to
become the first player since Ben Hogan in 1953
to win three majors in the same year. None of them
won the U.S. Open by 15 strokes at Pebble Beach,
then became the youngest player to win all four
majors by taking the British Open by eight strokes
at St. Andrews.
Even though Woods didn't finish in the top 10
at last week's Buick Open, his persistence has to
have knocked some pros back on their heels.
"He's played great," Weir said. "I don't know if
it makes us want to play better or work harder."
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Racers hungry
for OVC title
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Question marks abound for the
Murray State Racers as the 2000
season approaches.
How will they fare without a
proven quarterback?
Who will step up to protect
him on an offensive line that lost
three starters from last year's squad?
What will the defense look like
with three new linemen?
All of those unknowns could
drive a head coach crazy - particularly one in his first season at
a new school.
However, first-year Racer head
coach Joe Pannunzio insists that
his squad's desire to win an Ohio
Valley Conference championship
can mask any deficiencies it might
have.
"I'm really thankful to be at Murray State University," said Pannunzio during football media day
activities Monday at Roy Stewart
Stadium. "We have a bunch of
kids who are obsessed with winning a championship.
"They feel like they've been
burned by coming up short the
past couple of years. So they'll
almost anything to win a championship this year," he added.
For the Racers to achieve that
goal, they will likely have to rely
on the arm - and legs - of redshirt freshman quarterback Stewart Childress, who set out last sea-

son after leading Caldwell County to the Class 2A state title in
1998.
"Stewart had a great spring and
he's having a really good (summer) so far," Pannunzio explained.
"We think he's going to be a fine
quarterback, but it's going to take
a little time."
Childress should be backed up
by newcomer Brian Balazik, a junior who appeared on the MSU
campus last week.
Balazik, a 6-2, 200-pound transfer from Southern Mississippi, was
one of three signal callers on the
Golden Eagles' roster last fall, but
hurt his back and thought his college career was over. However, a
doctor in his hometown of Birmingham, Ala. was able to correct
the injury.
"Brian Balazik is really what
Murray is all about," said Pannunzio. "He's got two years left,
and he wanted to go to a place
where he'd have a chance to play."
While they likely won't match
the record-setting attributes of last
year's offense, the Racers should
have enough weapons to challenge
league favorite Eastern Kentucky
and two-time defending champion
Tennessee State.
Junior Shadrach Jackson is Murray's leading returning rusher from
last season, compiling 431 yards
in six starts behind first-team AllOVC selection Jermaine Manning.
And Pannunzio is high on 5-7,

Titans get
revenge in
30-3 win
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Titans wanted to
send a message to their fans about
the St. Louis Rams. The fact that
they were playing an exhibition
just didn't matter.
They routed the St. Louis Rams
30-3 Monday night in a preseason rematch of the last Super
Bowl. All-Pro end Jevon Kearse
said the AFC champions prepared
for the exhibition as if it was a
regular-season game.
"Not just for revenge for the
Super Bowl, but to show the world
we're not a joke. We're here to
play. We've put it out there in
their heads and in everyone else's
heads around the league," Kearse
said.
The Titans got five sacks, Steve
McNair threw for a touchdown
and Neil O'Donnell tossed two
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Tiimes photo more TD passes as the team that
TALKIN' IT UP...Redshirt freshman quarterback Stewart Childress talks with Racer Network came up 1 yard short of forcing
broadcaster Neal Bradley during Murray State football media day activities Tuesday.
the first overtime in the Super
170-pound transfer Mario Riley, Slater and Travis Lueck. Howev- be the strength of the team. Seniors Bowl embarrassed the reigning
who saw limited action under for- er, senior Jason French is a ques- Jai Williams, Jilon Van Over and champions.
mer MSU coach Houston Nutt last tion mark because of academic Dwayne Potts provide the most
fall at Arkansas.
concerns.
veteran leadership of any unit.
Junior Terrence Tillman returns
"Without Jason French, we go Sophomore Garner Byars and junas the top receiver after a record- from being pretty good at wide ior Shaka Jones provide dependbreaking 1999, in which he set receiver to really average," said able depth.
school single-season records for Pannunzio. "We've got some depth
"As far as the OVC goes, we
touchdowns (14) and receiving problems in some key areas. There's should be as good as anybody
at
yards (1,057).
some areas we're still looking to linebacker," he noted. "The only
That position should be strength- till (with tranfers)."
problem there is our long-term
ened with fellow returnee Shaun
According to Pannunzio, a sen- needs, because three of them are
Boykins and newcomers Michael ior-laden linebacking corps should seniors."
The

Martinez leaves game with shoulder pain, but Red Sox prevail
By The Associated Press
Pedro Martinez had shoulder pain, and
all the Boston Red Sox felt it.
"Obviously, he's the man here. So everybody's a little concerned," Rico Brogna
said Monday night after his tiebreaking
grand slam in the ninth inning gave the
Red Sox a 7-1 win over the Tampa Bay

Devil Rays.
Martinez, who already has gone on the
disabled list once this season, left after
four innings because of shoulder stiffness.
"It just didn't feel right," he said in a
statement issued by the Red Sox. "I didn't want to chance it."
Martinez struck out the side in the first

inning and fanned two more in the second.
But in the third, he allowed Miguel Cairo's
first homer since July 20, 1999 — a threerun shot that gave the Devil Rays a 3-0
lead.
"When a guy makes his money throwing 95 mph fastballs, you know he's hurting when he's throwing you nothing but

changeups," Devil Rays first baseman Fred
McGriff said.
In other AL games, it was Baltimore 8,
Chicago 2; New York 7, Texas 3; Detroit
15, Seattle 4; and Oakland 8, Cleveland 1.
At Fenway Park, Martinez allowed six
hits, walked none and struck out six before
Hipolito Pichardo came on to start the fifth.

GOT 'EM...Jevon Kearse and
the Titans exacted a measure of revenge for their Super
Bowl XXXIV loss, crushing the
Rams 30-3 Monday night.

Clip and save this section to keep up on your local sports all season long.
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CALLOWAY
SOCCER
8/22 Tilghman - 5:30 p.m.

9/21

8/29 Reidlend - 5:30 p.m.

9/211 Marshall Co. - 5:30 p.m

at Heath - 5:30 p.m.

8/1 1
8/18
8/25
9/1
9/8
9/15
9/22
9/29
10/6
10/13
10120
10/27

sl

Mayfield. 11 am.
19/7 at Madisonville - 1 p.m.
at Caldwell Co. - 510 Om. 19/10 laimaY •5:30
9/12 at Graves Co. - 430 p.m. 19/12 Graves Co. - 5:30 p.m.
We

9/11

4/16 at Ft Campbell - 530 p.m 10/16-20 District bourn. (TBA)

11011.

Vga''

MURRAY HIGH
BOYS SOCCER

*Hom

at St. Mary - 5:00 pm

9/23 at Oboro Apollo - 7 00 p m

8/29 at Tilghman - 700 p m

9/28 Grav•• Co.• 7:00 p.m.

8/31 at Mayfield -500 pm

no

Mayfield - 7:00 p.m.

10/5 Moreholl Co. - 5:30 p.m.

9/2

Madisonville- 7:00 p.m.

917

%midland • 700 p.m.

10/10a Calloway Co - 7 30 p m

11/9

R. Campbell • 7:00 p.m.

10/1619 District bourn. (TSA)

9/12 at Marshall Co. - 730 p.m

1W23-26 Regional bourn (TEA)

*Away

Heath (at Murray) - TBA (scrimmage)
Mayfield - TBA (scrimmage)
Graves Co. - 7:30 p.m.
Murray (at MSU)- 7:30 p.m.
at Madisonville - 7:30 p.m.
Lone Oak - 7:30 p.m.(homecoming)
Union County - 7:30 p.m.
at Marshall Co. - 7:30 p.m.
at Fulton Co. - 7:30 p.m.
Hopkins Central - 7:30 p.m.
Paducah Tilghman - 7:30 p.m.(senior night)
at Muhlenberg North - 7:30 p.m.

ft
8/18
8/25
9/1
9/8
9/15
9/22
9/29
10/6
10/13
10/20
10/27

11116 TOURNAMENT • 10:00 a.m.

L.

\tk

CALLOWAY BOYS
/„...
BASKETBALL •4P.
01111

MURRAY HIGH
6
FOOTBALL

9/111 Calloway 5:30 p.m.

9124 al Graves Co. - 5 00 p m

lit

CALLOWAY
FOOTBALL

9/19 at Murray -5-30 p.m.

8/26 at Lyon Co. - 4:30 p.m.

8/31 at Marshal Co - 530 p.m 8.30 Henderson Co. - noon
9/5 at Lone Oek - 530 p.m. 1W2 at Mayfield - 4 p.m.

sen

s

22

ii
NM

%

Crittenden Co. -7:30 p.m.
Open
Calloway Co.(at MSU). 7:30 p.m.
at Todd Co. - 7:30 p.m.
at Russellville- 7:30 p.m.
Ballard Memorial - 7:30 p.m.(homecoming)
Heath - 7:30 p.m.
at Fulton City- 7:30 p.m.
at Mayfield - 7:30 p.m.
at Fulton Co - 7:30 p.m.
Lone Oak - 7:30 p.m.

12/1 Carlisle County
125 Christian Fellowship
12/8 at Cakhvell County
12)11 at Providence Nfgh
12/14 at Mayfield
12/15 Hickman County
12/19 Paducah-Tilghman
12/22 at Dawson Spnngs (1,01SU)
12/28CcicaCci9 Gass( ,k111.0ukekei
29 ,
1/5 at Murray
1/9 Fulton County
1/12 at Marsha11 County

I
.

1/19 Lone Oak
1/23 Marshall County
'2F a, F,Itor County
112
2/5
2/6
2,9
2/12
2)16
2/20
21244/2

Murray
Mayfield
Livingston Central (MCI
at Graves County
at St Mary
at Hickman County
at Fulton City (SN)
NOW tom.(Calmar)

MURRAY HIGH BOYS
BASKETBALL

=Ma

11/211 Fulton City • 7:30 p.m.
11/29 Open
12/2 McDonekts Classic - TBA
11/30 at Fulton Co. - 730 p.m
12/5 at Heath - 7.30 p.m
19/7 Car**, Co. -1:30 p.m.
121e Ft. Walton Beedi - 7:30 p.m.
19/11 St. Mery - 7:30 p.m.
12/15 at Marshall Co. - 7 30 p m
12/16 al Union Co. - 6 30 p.m.
1242 itillarbry S. km FSEC1 • 133 p
DOC. 27-30 Playground Shoototil
at Ft. Walton. Fla - TBA
1/5 at Calloway Co - 7:30 p.m.
1/9 M Hillman Co - 7.30 p.m.

Jan. 1120
.11 %pool Ricerteem
1/13 clulsUsa Falleivelip•730 pm.
1/26 at Webster Co. - 7:30 p.m
7/21 Mayfield - 7:30 p.m.
7/30 at Fulton City • 7:30p.m.
9/2 Calloway Co. -•p.m.
2/6
at Ballard Memorial -730 p.m
2/11 Itlerehall Co.-6 p.m.
2113 Illekmen Co..7:30 p.m.
2f141 Ful5on Co. 7:30 p.m.
2128/3)2
District Tournement TSA
3/5-W10
Regional Tournament -

r•alitAft

‘..PONSOREID BY YOUR LOCAL SPORTS SUPPORTERS AT:

11314111111
DIOCOUN'T
smism.OINPIIIIK uas
1900 North 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
Mine (2701753-7229 • Fat (270)753-9191

53

•

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank
Whauv You S•ve, IrJhow• Slake A Uliffe....oce"

*whir'
& Main St.• Murray
PIN
753-7921

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
St •(270) 7534273
gm. rlowford

URRAU
UPPLY COMPANY
,SWd

E111111iNGRAN
AUTO
REP I

4j

201 E. Nin St•

KY•7534311
item • 17701 753-8981

Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
500 N 4th St.• Murray. KY 42071
(270) 759-0901 • 1-877-41550901 Toll Free

Domino's Pizza
75

3030

•
•
•

Dtlivering a Um Smiles a Day:

